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Groups rally to raise awareness at UOP
Palestinians and Israelis encourage education of current situation
KATE SALDIN

Staff Writer

Awareness weeks are
becoming nothing more
than an over hyped sham.
See Opinion page 6.

S p o r t s

Softball - 18th ranked
Pacific Tigers keep winning
with strong showings.
See Softball page 20.
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era. The film, which was shown
in order to give students an un
derstanding of how people ac
tually live in the region, was a
hit on campus. "This was a
wonderful event," said Jennifer
Saaty, junior. "It was interesting
to hear about how the kids there

feel."
Tuesday brought Palestinian
activist Dr. Ellas Rashmawi and
Representative Scott Segal from
the San Francisco Israeli Con
sulate to lead a discussion called
"History of the Palestinian-Is
raeli Conflict 101." This event

outlined the key issues of the
conflict for each side and al
lowed students to hear first
hand what the basis of the con
flict is. "The night was based on
speeches from both sides," said
UOP freshman and event co-co-

Last week's student run
Palestinian-Israeli Awareness
Week brought speakers, dia
logue, displays and a peace doc
umentary to UOP in an attempt
See Palestine, page 3
to educate the campus commu
nity about the current situation
in Palestine and Israel.
In light of recent and long
standing conflict in the Middle
East, a week of activities was
dedicated to awareness of the
problem and the possibility for
its eventual alleviation. Orga
nizers also aimed to create con
structive dialogue while main
taining a safe, productive and
respectful environment.
The idea of creating an
awareness week came from stu
dentsl^andi Kay Stephens and
Sarah Pooner, who both studied
abroad last year in the Middle
East, and grew to consist of six
organizing students including
Dallas Frohib, Nura Khairallah,
Sammar Miqbel and Jenny Ullman.
The week's activities began
on April 2 with the documen
tary "Peace of Mind," which
shows Palestinian and Israeli
youths documenting their own Palestinian activist Dr. Ellas Rashmawi left, voices his opinion while Scott Segal,
day to day lives on video cam a San Francisco Israeli Consulate representative looks on.

S.F. 49ers' President and CEO talks at UOP
JENNIFER ZHANG

Staff Writer

At the San Francisco 49ers'
summer camp, UOP unsur
prisingly attracts many 49er
football fans to its Stockton
campus every summer. But
many 49er fans, business pro
fessionals and students gath
ered a bit early this year on
April 3, 2001 to support and
hear about the professional
football team.
The event was titled "Striv
ing to be the Finest Organiza
tion in Sport On and Off the
Field," a talk given by the San
Francisco 49ers' President
and CEO Peter L. Harris. It
was presented by the Eberhardt School or Business' Pa
cific Business Forum and took

place in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.
According to information
given by Eberhardt School of
Business, Harris is a highly ef
fective business leader. He
has an impressive record of
successes in a variety of cor
porate environments.
An overview of Harris'
professional career life and
successes includes CEO of
Gemco Department Stores,
CEO of FAO Schwarz (a toy
retailer chain in New York),
CEO of Accolade (an enter
tainment software developer
and publisher) and CEO of
The Picture People (200-store
chain operation).
In addition, Harris is best
known for being one of the
creators of "entertainment re

tailing," which means "creat
ing interactive and entertain
ing experiences for customers
while they shop."
Harris' career entered an
other challenging stage last
year when he was named
President and CEO of the San
Francisco 49ers, one of the
most successful franchises in
sports history. In the last 20
years, the 49ers have won 13
division titles, five conference
championships and five Su
per Bowl championships.
Harris' talk can be divided
into three parts. First he dis
cussed the numerous ele
ments that have enabled the
49ers to achieve continuous
success over the years. One of
these elements is organiza
tion. Harris said, "This is a

team that lives organization
intensely and passionately.
Virtually every minute of
every day during the season
is planned. It's amazing."
Another winning element
of the 49ers is a common ob
jective. Harris said, "Every
one shares a common objec
tive and that is winning the
Super Bowl. This common
goal is communally thought
of, not individually. No one is
working for him/herself in
the 49ers organization, every
one is coming together."
A third success element is
leadership. Harris discussed
the many characteristics of
good leadership such as com
mitment to excellence, being
positive, caring about people
See 49ers, page 3
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PGSA makes silence heard during "Day of Silence"
ANGELA SCHENONE

Staff Writer

April 4 marked the 10th an
nual celebration of Diversity
Day. To honor and participate
in this day, the Pacific Gay
Straight Alliance (PGSA) or
ganized Day of Silence to call
to attention the silence that
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender individuals feel
every day of their lives.
The purpose of Day of Si
lence is to make the Pacific
community aware about the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender cause.
The individuals participat
ing take a vow of silence from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. that day in or
der-to create a silence that
will make an impact and can
be heard by everyone in the
community.
The event was held primar
ily in the McCaffrey Center
with a closing ceremony in
Morris Chapel. Throughout
the day, the participants
stayed in the McCaffrey Cen
ter together to ensure their
message was heard. Since
they could not speak, buttons
and flyers were passed out to

convey the reasoning for this
event in the first place.
Lunch was provided along
with entertainment such as
music and games. Then, at
the closing ceremony stu
dents had a chance to speak
their feelings while sharing
their experiences.
The philosophy PGSA has
behind this event is that the
silence calls to attention voic
es not always recognized by
present day society. This
event is a way to raise aware
ness of the discrimination
and repression that the mem
bers of the lesbian, gay, bisex
ual and transgender commu
nity feel and experience often
in their everyday life.
The main force behind Day
of Silence is to send the mes
sage to the rest of the UOP
community so they can help
break the silence for the gay
community and ensure that
their voice is heard as well.
Cynthia Krieger, who is in
charge of the PGSA, is pas
sionate about making a.positive change in the Pacific
community with relations be
tween the gay and lesbian
community and the rest of the

One of the rocks on Anderson Lawn was painted in rainbow colors on Wed., April 4

university.
"For the ones who are
silent, many emotions surface
during the Day of Silence.
Many find it hard to feel first
hand how someone who is
lesbian, gay, bisexual or trans
gender might feel because so
ciety does not listen or care.
This is the hardest part when you see someone pur

posely avoid you or make
rude comments about what
you are doing. For me, I enjoy
seeing the friendships and the
support that is formed when
people wearing buttons see
each other and smile,"
Krieger passionately states.
Overall, 300 students par
ticipated this year in Day of
Silence. For this only being

the second year that Pacific
has held Day of Silence, the
turnout was successful and
definitely noteworthy. If any
one would like to know more
about PGSA or find out how
they personally can become
involved in the PGSA com
munity,
email
Cynthia
Krieger
at
uopgsa@hotmail.com.

Mayor Podesto
Ohio State U. studies new daf
comments on
fodil medication for Alzheimer's
meeting with Bush
THE PACIFICAN

•

Mayor Gary A. Podesto
and other attendees at a na
tional summit on investment
in cities met for more than an
hour on April 5 with Presi
dent George W. Bush at the
White House. After the
meeting, the Mayor issued a
statement commenting on
his impressions of Bush's
policy agenda for support
ing cities. The statement is as
follows:
"I think he is going to be
another president that is ex
tremely supportive of cities,
understanding that cities are
the economic engine that
drives the nation.
"In his speech to the
group the President empha
sized five policy areas that
he thought would be help
ful: tax cuts, particularly the
inheritance tax. He com
mented especially with re
spect to minority popula

tions, saying that some are
just beginning to sustain
wealth and don't need to
have it taken away by taxes
when someone dies.
"The President also talked
about strengthening small
businesses through tax cuts;
increasing affordable hous
ing through new programs
at HUD; the important role
that his faith-based initiative
will play in dealing with
some social issues; and new
funding for education.
"The President was re
markably personable and
came away very encour
aged," the Mayor concluded.
Mayor Podesto was in
Washington as part of an an
nual lobbying trip planned
by the local San Joaquin
Council of Governments. He
also attended the US Mayors
Conference's summit on in
vestment in cities. The sum
mit culminated in the meet
ing with Bush.

[U-WIRE] COLUMBUS,
Ohio - Galantamine, a new
medication derived from daf
fodil bulbs, is one of the most
recent drugs approved by the
Food and Drug Administra
tion and is being studied at
the Ohio State University
Medical Center to treat
Alzheimer's patients.
Director of the Division of
Neurology Dr. Douglas
Scharre has been a significant
researcher at the medical cen
ter and has proved the drug
helps to alleviate Alzheimer's
symptoms by boosting the re
lease and regulating the
breakdown of the chemical
actylcholine in the brain. The
new drug will be marketed as
Reminyl.
"Actylcholine is a brain
chemical necessary for nerve
cells to communicate and if.
you block the breakdown of
acetylcholine, it can suppress
the ability to lay down new
memories to be stored in the
brain. It also enables the
nerve cells to become more ef
ficient in sending messages
from one another," Scharre

said.
Scharre said although
Galantamine is not a cure for
patients who are diagnosed
with mild to moderate
Alzheimer's disease, it does
provide relief for those afflict
ed and subdues some of the
symptoms of the brain dis
ease.
"Galantamine works as a
cholinesterasic
inhibitor,
which means that it doesn't
allow the breakdown of
acetylcholine and the patients
who have used the medica
tion are able to retain a high
er degree of cognitive skills as
a result," Scharre said. "While
there.are other Alzheimer's
medications on the market,
this medication gives patients
more options for treatment
and has few side effects."
According to a medical cen
ter press release, Scharre pro
motes the medication because
of progression and develop
ment noted in patients who
took the drug compared with
those not using the medicine.
"We have certainly seen
improvement with behavioral

problems that are associated
with Alzheimer's Disease,
like hallucinations, anxiety
and restlessness... The abnor
mal proteins still progress,
but hopefully with the med
ication patients can think and
function better than without
it," he said.
According to the Web site
www.w.ebmd.com,
Alzheimer's disease is a pro
gressive illness which causes
degeneration in nerve cells in
the brain which further leads
to derangement and eventu
ally death. It is a primary con
cern in the United States be
cause there is no cure and it
affects more than 4 million el
derly Americans each year.
Like Galantamine, most
drugs being used to treat
Alzheifner's are aimed at
slowing progression because
there is no cure.
Alzheimer's disease begins
in older adults usually above
the age of 65. Sufferers of ad
vanced Alzheimer's disease
often cannot recognize their
See Ohio State, page 3
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49ers

Continued from page 1

jnd being ethical. Harris em
phasized that these character
istics apply to everyone, not
ast football players.
In addition to these posi:ive elements that 49ers pos
sess, Harris talked about the
business of professional foot
ball. One of the issues he con
centrated on is the salary cap,
s hich he believes is a positive
but tough aspect of profes
sional football to deal with.
Harris also thinks that the
system of free agents is not ef
fective simply because it is
too expensive. He strongly
believes that the future of the
San Francisco 49ers depends
on new young talents, "The
rookies will be the way to
build the 49ers going for-

ward, and our organizational
skill in selecting people really
matters as you reach out to
add people to the organiza
tion. We are excited about this
year's draft," said Harris.
There are a few things that
the 49ers are currently work
ing on, according to Harris.
Services to fans need to be im
proved by finding out who
they are and what they want.
Organization still needs to be
further developed to create
the environment for people
who want to work hard. Oth
er things include communica
tion on and off field, TV net
work contracts and new
stadium building.
In the last pqrt of his talk,
Harris answered questions
from the audience. One of the
questions was, "Are there
many leadership roles for

PAGE 3

women in professional foot
ball?" To this, Harris said,
"Many would say profession
al sport has been a sexist sys
tem, but it is changing dra
matically as we speak...We
are committed to have
women in our organization."
Harris' talk ended with au
dience applauding enthusias
tically. Senior Diana D'Audney, who was there for a class
assignment, said, "I think he
spoke very well. It related a
lot to the business class that
we are studying at the mo
ment."
Another UOP student who
listened to Harris' talk,
sophomore Linda Liu said,
"The leadership skills and the
list of elements for 49ers' suc
cess are very helpful. They
are useful to people of all
fields."
49ers president Peter Harris tells UOP about his experiences.

Palestine

see how peace groups are at
tempting to find a solution to
the current conflict.
ordinator Miqbel. "Though
Thursday's events brought
things got heated at times, I an end to the week with a clos
would say it was a success."
ing ceremony and a display in
The following evening the the President's room. The dis
San Mateo Palestinian Jewish play included photos, letters,
Living Room Dialogue Group and poetry from Palestinians
came to campus to present a and Israelis and was open for
"Dialogue Experience." Accord viewing from 10 a.m. to 6:30
ing to event co-coordinator p.m. The closing ceremony was
J Pooner, junior, "The panel immediately following and in
served as a model for coexis cluded a reading of some of the
tence." It is made up of people letters and poetry that had been
from various backgrounds, in on display. The night was a re
cluding Palestinians and Is minder that the conflict contin
raelis, all of whom are dedicated ues even though our awareness
to promoting peace and com- week has ended. In an attempt
^ munication among people who to keep students informed,
|come from different perspec- event coordinators offered to
g tives. The group has been meet- form a dialogue group on cam
™ ing for nearly ten years and pus for those students interest
gave UOP students a chance to ed in continued discussion.

Continued from page 1

McGeorge School of Lnw

McGeorge does well in mock
trial competitions
IACDIP DHILLON
Quest Writer

McGeorge finished tenth in
the country in the 26-team na
tional finals of the Association
of Trial Lawyers Mock Trial
Competition held in New Oreans on March 22-24. The
team, featuring Dionne
Choyce, Laura Giuliani, AngeHeropoulos and Shannon
lost a split decision to
Methodist University
the first round, and then de|;ated the University of Alabataa and the University of AriI >na. Eight teams advanced to

the finals with McGeorge fin
ishing only one point behind
Temple University, which went
on to win the title. Bill Barry, a
1974 graduate of McGeorge,
coached the team.
McGeorge won two out of
three preliminary matches but
did not qualify for the finals of
the Texas Young Lawyers As
sociation Mock Trial Competi
tion held in Dallas, Texas on
March 23-25. University of
Washington, Washington Uni
versity, Stetson,
Baylor,
Georgtown, Memphis, Temple
and Chicago-Kent advanced to
the finals. Tim Balcom, a Mc

George alum, coached the
team.
Four students have been
chosen to represent McGeorge
in the International Advocacy
this month at the Willem C. Vis
International Commercial Ar
bitration Moot Competition
scheduled for this week in Vi
enna, Austria. More than 75
teams from the United States
and 15 foreign countries will be
competing in the annual event.
Alejandro Angulo, Angelo
Heropoulos, Edgar Sandoval
and Charles Stone are the
members of the McGeorge
team.

Ohio State

—

takes an average of eight
years, but some have lived
family or themselves with a with it for up to twenty
mirror. They lose all sense years with treatment.
of time, place and identity.
Scharre was very positive
The
brains
of about the drug being ap
Alzheimer's patients be proved by the FDA last
come filled with beta-amy- month because of the poten
loyd-plaques — deposits of tial of the medicine to help
protein around the brain's Alzheimer's disease pa
nerve cells — and in place tients and their families
of the healthy tissue, tangles cope with the deadly dis
of protein filaments form.
ease.
"The early signs of the
"I think it adds another
disease are usually memory medication that physicians
loss, and later on language can use to help this devas
is impaired and forming tating condition and it's one
words, and even copying a step along others to try to
picture or diagram can of help patients with AD.
ten become very difficult," There's lots of exciting new
Scharre said.
therapies being tested
In the end, afflicted pa which bring significant
tients forget how to walk, hope for patients and their
talk or even eat by them families with this disease,"
selves. The whole process he said.

Continued from page 2
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Survey hopes to bring childcare to Pacific campus
KRISTINE NETHERS
Staff Writer

A survey is now available on
the Pacific Pipeline or at
www.uop.edu/childcaresurvey,
that could possibly bring a child
development center to the UOP
campus.
The Ad-Hoc Child Develop
ment Committee created the
survey to monitor the need for
quality child care of studentparents, faculty and staff of the
university. The committee mem
bers include faculty from COP
and Engineering, staff from the
Athletic Department and Ad
missions office, as well as two
students and a community
member of Stockton. The com
mittee hopes to soon have a
working child development
center that would serve the chil
dren of faculty, staff and stu
dent-parents and possibly mem
bers of the surrounding
community.
Professor Edith Sparks, the
founder of the committee, said,
"I was shocked two years ago
when I found out that UOP did
n't have a child care center."
In response, one of Spark's

History courses researched the years. Yet it has also been the
need for childcare on campus mission of the university to have
and presented a preliminary a more diverse student body
survey. It was concluded that which means that there are a lot
there was general campus sup more student-parents."
Sparks added, "Many profes
port and enough people with a
need for a child development sors have seen student-parents
center. Yet the last survey did struggle in classes, it is hard for
not address the many parent- them to balance all the needs of
students that attend the univer their children and all the re
sity and that could greatly bene quirements of college classes.
We [the committee] feel that if
fit from affordable childcare.
The current survey is aimed child care were to be available
at addressing the needs of stu on campus, it would make it
dent-parents, so that the com easier for them to balance all of
mittee can make a strong argu the pressing needs of their chil
ment to the university about dren and school work."
In combined research the
why childcare is feasible and
necessary for maintaining a committee and students found
quality population of faculty that most colleges and universi
ties currently have childcare
and staff.
Sparks also feels that, "Hav programs at their campuses. For
ing a child development center instance Claremont McKenna
is an attractive feature to draw College, a school of the same
top faculty and students that re size in Southern California has
quire some type of child care services for 85 children. The lo
service."
cal Delta College currently has
Professor Cynthia Dobbs, a room for 320 children at their fa
member of the committee, com cility.
mented, "The demographics of
Sparks commented, "Delta
the university are changing, presently has a waiting list of
there are a greater number of 150-200 people. Obviously there
young faculty that need child is a vital need."
care now or in the next couple of
Professor Julie Kenrow, from

Library's high-tech solutions
THE PACIFICAN

The Information Commons
(IC) just added a highly rated
CD burner to its repertoire of
computer resources for stu
dents and faculty. Twenty-four
Zip drives (250 MB capacity)
were added earlier this semes
ter when the IC replaced more
than half its computers with
some buff PCs, boasting four
times the memory and proces
sor speed. Moreover, all IC
computers now have DVDRom drives. Here's a current

list of other resources:
- Two digital scanners
- One color laser printer
- One black/white laser
printer
- 24 Dell computers, 256
megabytes of memory, 766
Mhz processor
- 16 Dell computers, 128
megabytes of memory, 500
Mhz processor
- Three Macintosh G3s, 64
MB of RAM
- Four Sun Ray network ap
pliances
- Three Dell computers are

available in group study spaces
andl6 in the library classroom
serve as overflow when the
Commons reaches capacity.
There are also eight study carrals networked for laptops.
Office 2000 Premium (with
Publisher and Frontpage) is on
all Windows computers. Head
phones can be picked up at the
circulation desk to listen to mu
sic while you work at a com
puter.
In addition to this hardware
and software, trained technical
assistants are at hand to help.

Student Life VP wins award
THE PACIFICAN

Judith Chambers, who is
completing 25 years as the Uni
versity of the Pacific's first vice
president for Student Life, re
ceived the Scott Goodnight
Award for Outstanding Perfor
mance from the National Asso
ciation of Student Personnel
Administrators.
Chambers has served as
president of the organization
and last year received special
recognition for her years of ser
vice. In 1989, she was present
•k.

ed with the Fred Turner Award innovative response in meet
for Outstanding Service. She is ing students' varied and
moving from Student Life to emerging needs, effectiveness
the University's Advancement in developing junior staff
division at the end of this acad members and leadership in
emic year in May, to continue community and University af
her work with students who fairs."
have become alumni.
Chambers served as dean of
The Scott Goodnight Award, women at Pacific before being
honoring the organization's named vice president, and was
founding president, recognizes dean at Mount Union College
individuals
who
have in Alliance, Ohio, in the 1960s.
"demonstrated sustained pro She received her bachelor's
fessional service in student af and master's degrees from Pa
fairs work, high-level compe cific and a doctorate from Hei
tency in administrative skills, delberg College in Ohio.

Engineering, said, "There is a
lack of child care around the
UOP campus, having a develop
ment center would also be bene
ficial to the community."
The committee has many
ideas and plans about how the
child development center will
operate if the university ap
proves it.
The childcare center would
have a cost to its users, but it was
the contention that the center
can keep those fees to market
price for a quality service. Mem
bers are also confident that the
center could receive many
grants and subsides from the
state, community and federal
government. Although still in its
planning stages, committee
members feel that payments
could be done on a sliding scale
depending on the income of the
parents.
The committee also feels that
the center would be most practi
cal for ages two through five.
Hopes are that the center would
be located in an existing build
ing on campus, but the final de
cision would be with the univer
sity.
Sparks also mentioned that

the development center cor^j
also be useful for undergradu^
students as it presents worktj-,
opportunities and valuaH
lessons for the School of Edu^r,
tion and other related depa r
ments.
All students are encourage
to fill out the survey on the wel
site by May 1.
Sparks said, "We are real]
urging student-parents to fill c>v
the survey because they are tH
hardest population to get stati;
tics from, and the committe
wants their input because vv
know how much they need aj
fordable child care."
The data collected from tH
survey will be compiled by tH
committee and presented in
summary report that will be pre
sented to the university in hope
to get a child development cen
ter to UOP in the near future.
Sparks lastly said, "If UOl
were to implement a child de
velopment center it would dis
play the attitude that the univei
sity values student-parents, an<
believes that they should be abl<
to be excellent students and sup
port their families without a lo
of sacrifices."

University Chaplain
search stoppe<id
THE PACIFICAN

The search for a University
Chaplain has been suspended
until the fall semester of 2001, ac
cording to Judith Chambers,
Vice President for Student Life.
"The suspension will give
Julie Sina, our incoming Vice
President for Student Life, an op
portunity to participate in the se
lection process," Chambers said.
Rev. Joy Preisser will continue
her service as Interim University
Chaplain.
"I want to express our thanks
and gratitude to Peggy Rosson,
Chair, and to all members of the
University Chaplain Search
Committee for all their work,

BODY WAXING
UNDER ARMS...S12
Ik /*

F / V.0 BIKINI...$17
ARMS...$20
ARCH...$9
UP...$5
idO-I- YEARS EXPERIENCE

soum am Hrnmmm
1913 COUNTRY CLUB BLVD

466 4951

and I want to assure the Univer
sity community that the searcl
will resume in a rapid and time
ly fashion once Julie Sina begin:
her duties at Pacific."
Sina was recently appointee
to be the next vice president o
Student Life, replacing Cham
bers after 25years of service.Sine
comes from the University o
Florida at Gainesville where she
was the Dean of Students fo:
three years.

Pioll's Art
Floral Shoppe
565 E. Harding Way

466-5534

Wishing all UOP
Students a
Happy Easter!

10% OFF
All orders w/UOP ID
For AJU Y<|&r Floral Needs!
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Chase Chevrolet and students "Chase Down Hunger"
THE PACIFICAN
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Dave Irons, left, of Chase Chevrolet, and Marcus Lung, a business student, discuss the
marketing class'proposal for Chase, a landmark in the area.
1

ness, STAR 99.3 FM and various
stores.
The UOPstudents and Chase
Chevrolet will be donating all
canned food and monetary do
nations collected at the event to
St. Mary's Interfaith Charities in
Stockton, a long-time and wellknown hunger-fighting institu
tion. In addition to the raffle, the
event will also include activities
such as a climbing wall, dunk
tank, and scavenger hunt. STAR
99.3 FM will also be broadcasting
from the event site.
The UOPstudents are still ac
tively seeking event sponsor
ships and donations from out
side organizations. Parties
interested in sponsoring or do
nating to this charitable event, or
those seeking further informa
tion regarding the "Chase Down
Hunger" event should contact
Ronald Hoverstad at (209) 9462639.

Students of the Eberhardt
School of Business at the Univer
sity of the Pacific have joined to
gether with the 57-year-old
Stockton landmark, Chase
Chevrolet, to fight hunger
among the underpriveleged.
The program joining the UOP
students with Chase gives the
students first-hand experience in
the business world, provides
Chase Chevrolet with the buy
ing habits of youth, and helps
fight local hunger.
The event, entitled "Chase
Down Hunger," is scheduled for
Saturday, April 21 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Weberstown Mall
and centers around a canned
food drive in which attendees
will exchange canned food for
raffle tickets and the chance to
win a variety of prizes from
Chase Chevrolet, 24-Hour Fit

- AMTRAK®5 SPECIAL OFFER, -

1

TWO may be company. And three may be a
crowd. Except on Amtrak California, where it's
a great way to save.

iverarch
imegins

2 - Free

THE FIRST GUF.ST PAYS AMTRAK'S EVERYDAY
COW ADULT FARE, THE SECOND GUEST PAYS
50%OF THAT LOW ADULT FARE, A NIL THE
THIRD GUEST RIDES FREE.
THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR TRAVEL MARCH
11, 2001 THROUGH JUNE IS, 200I.
14-DAY ADVANCE RESERVATIONS REQUIRED.

Because now, when you and up to two of your
friends ride on Amtrak s San Joaquins, or
anywhere else Amtrak goes, you'll ride for a lot
less with our 1 -2-FREE offer.

ited
it of
amSirta
y of
i she
, for

Here's how it works. One of you pays our
everyday low adult fare, the second pays half of
that fare and the third rides free.
Just call 1-800-USA-RAIL or your

• BAKERSFIELD - BAY AREA 8 TRIPS A DAY

1-2-FREE

travel agent, or visit amtrak.com. You
must buy your ticket before May 12, 2001 and
reserve your trip at least 14 days before you
travel to get 1-2-FREE.
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On our state-of-the-art trains, you can hang
out in our comfortable seats. Devour a delicious
meal. And enjoy your break from school.
So, no matter where you're going, take
Amtrak and get there for a lot less. Anywhere
between the Bay Area, Sacramento and
Bakersfield, throughout California and coast to
coast, from March 11 to June 15, 2001.

7 MATH*

1-800-USA-RAIL

And enjoy Amtrak's hassle-free way of

|San Joaquin } |
|

Monte

|

Conm&iam amifahie to
Eureka ma Redding,
phii Southern Cahjarttio.

To* .<Vrvge|es

Certain trigs may include tbruway bus segment.

MODESTO - Los ANSELES IO TRIPS A DAY *

traveling without leaving anyone behind.

Take the train for a change.

<2^ Amtrak California
www.amtrak.com

A partnership of Caiirans and Amtrak
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Enough with "Awareness" weeks already!
Oh my God!
Somebody needs to stop it
with the "weeks" already!
Two weeks ago was
Woman's Week of Action, last
week doubled as National Li
brary Week and Israel /Pales
tine Awareness Week, and
next week is Cultural Diversi
ty Week.
Who decided that every
week should be an awareness
week?
The causes that these
weeks represent are very seri
ous, and demand our atten
tion.
But cluttering up our calen
dar with awareness weeks is
not going to do it.
When something goes to
too far an excess, it becomes
ignored. The sheer number of
awareness weeks, or days, or
months, for that matter, is
working against the causes
that they are trying to pro
mote by their sheer repetition.
Awareness is becoming a
huge cliche. I don't think
that's what we're trying to ac
complish.
On the contrary, people are

so sick of these weeks that Day, and the 29th is Greenery
we're just going to get gener Day. Next week is Organize
ally bitter and ignore the Your Files Week and the week
causes even more.
after that is Karaoke Week.
It was better when we had Who cares?!
just a few - women's history
Do you like getting propa
and black history, red ribbon ganda shoved in your face all
week. Earth
the
time?
day. Then we Awareness is passive. Neither do
all got really Awareness doesn't we.
excited about
Why can't
it, because it really mean anything we just settle
was special.
tangible - it's just a down? This
Awareness
is such an
buzz word.
weeks aren't
American
special any-"^^™"^~"^™
thing. Amer
more, because every other icans are so darn hyper.
week it's something else. We Maybe we should legalize
are all blase at this point - and drugs. If that would make
don't give a you know what people less touchy, sue-hapabout what it is that we need py, and self-obsessed, that
to be aware of this week.
might be the solution.
It started getting really bad
Look at Southern Europe.
a few years ago - causes got Those people have the idea.
really trendy; insecure people They drink wine with lunch,
got a new venue to get all self- and then go home and have
righteous.
long naps in the middle of the
And then there's these workday. They take August
ridiculous National Days. For off.
instance, today is National
Europeans know how to re
Big Wind Day. Tomorrow is lax. They have their priorities
Blame Someone Else Day: in line. And they don't have
The 26th is Hug an Australian to stare at tacky posters all the

time reminding them to be
aware. (They wouldn't let
their intelligence be so insult
ed.) Americans, however, are
chronically discontent.
The real problem is that
awareness weeks are more
than just annoying. They're
detrimental to the causes they
represent.
These causes deserve much
more serious and significant
treatment than simply a week
out of the year. It's an over
simplification of the problem,
and it's almost comical.
One week out of the year
says, after the week's over,
you can forget about the
problem. The problems don't
go away after the week's
over, but the week is treated
as the solution. It's put in the
realm of the holiday, which
we celebrate and then forget
about it when it's over.
Education, however, is al
ways important. It would be
better if it were such-andsuch education week, be
cause that would imply a
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Question of the Week
The University is planning to restrict student parking to 'B' lots only while the rest of the
parking lots will be for staff and faculty parking only.
How do you feel about this decision?

That's really silly
because a lot of
students bring their
cars to school, and
they do need parking.
If they do go ahead
and implement that,
then they should
designate another
area also.
Jenny Tan
Freshman

I think it's contrary to the
school's goals of being
studentfocused. The
student focus is what
attracted me here in the
first place. It'd be a
shame if they changed
their mission.
Erick Marmolejo
Junior

No way dude! That's
right by my building
and it's hard to find
parking already. This
is crazy, I can't
believe they're doing
this!
Josh Bates
Sophomore

What? We're the ones
who live on campus, and I
want my beamer where I
can see it. Parking is
already scarce; we already
pay for parking, so we
should get a say in this.
Juliann Smith
Freshman

That is a bad idea.
Do they not
understand that
people here have
cars, and that there
isn't enough parking
already? What about
the people in the
quads?
Naomi McVey
Freshman

COMPILED BY MARA TITLE

Pacific Monopoly - "Great, I Spam, so good - it's gone
landed on NO PARKING!"
ERIN RUPPEL

BOBBY LANFRANCO

Staff Writer

Which would you rather endure?
Full upper and lower root canals, or
trying to find parking space in front of
South West? Yes, many students have
spent a long and arduous night driving
around scenic "Pacific" searching in
vain for the lone parking space which
doesn't leave them dodging bums on
the levy. Well folks, for better or for
worse, it's all about to change.
We have all heard bits and pieces of.
the proposed parking changes coming
down the grapevine. But as is so often
the case at UOP, substantive informa
tion is as rare as the aforementioned
parking space. It is just that sense of
Gulf Syndrome around campus the
Parking Committee wishes to avoid. In
a recent interview Public Safety Chief
and Parking Committee Chair Robert
Calaway enlightened me on portions
of the proposed parking plan. Calaway
stressed that a copy of the parking plan
changes and an updated map of cam
pus parking lots will be distributed to
students sometime in the next week.
Calaway made reference to the success
of parking at the recent Brubeck festi
val, observing that if you get the infor
mation out to students ahead of time,
the whole process seems to go much
smoother. "We want to make the

Staff Writer

Spring 2001 semester an information
semester for students... to tentatively
take effect for the Fall 2001 semester,"
said Calaway.
He attempted to clear up some stu
dent misconceptions about the parking
plan, but hesitated to comment fully on
the plan pending further committee
meetings and approval. Calaway con
firmed that students would be using
the B" parking lots under the new
plan, in conjunction with several parking areas adjacent to residence halls be
ing reclassified as "B" lots. Spedfically
the lot behind Fraternity and Sorority
circles and lots behind the Quad dor
mitories are a few of the lots tentative
ly scheduled for the change.
While the open information channel
is all well and good, Pacific's parking
problem needs more than the band-aid
solution that lot reassignment would
appear to be. Parking has been out of
hand as long as I have been a student.
With the anticipated growth in fresh
man numbers, the addition of more
and more "commuter students" and
the construction of two new large resi
dence facilities, UOP will eventually
have to wake up and smell the road tar.
Parking will not fix itself, and the bandaid is going to fall off. Simply put, UOP
needs more parking spaces for stu
dents, staff, special and sporting
events.

We all get those obnoxious e-mails
known as "spam." Today, I only got
two. Now, not only can I find a miss
ing person (seems as if someone out
there has information that the FBI
doesn't), but I can also get the lowest
mortgage rates. Guaranteed! Appar
ently, these people have not seen my
credit rating.
Frolm porn to offshore bank ac
counts to weight loss, spam seems to
have the one-up on telemarketers
nowadays. However, they will not
anymore if the government has its
way. Congress is currently in the
process of passing a bill that will re
quire people sending unsolicited emails to provide a return e-mail ad
dress through which consumers can
request to unsubscribe from the list. If
the senders violate the legislation,

they will be fined.
Alas! A way for me to avoid the
clutter of my inbox! And evidently,
we will save some money in the
process. $9.4 billion dollars a year to
be exact.
I am so glad that Congress is really
getting out there and dealing with the
problems of the little guy. It is about
time they deal with problems that af
fect me! Congress, if you are reading
this, can you get somebody to do my
laundry, too? I promise I will vote for
you in the next election.
Okay, so maybe Congress will not
hire someone to do my laundry for
me (although a girl can hope), but I
still like them because I will hopeful
ly no longer be bothered by incessant
e-mails from invalid e-mail address
es. Spam, be gone! I cast you out of
my computer and out of my life! Now
if only we could get rid of the lunch
meat, too, the world would be perfect.

What's up with that?
What's up with people putting soap in
the fountain in front of the library?
Isn't that gag a little tired?
i
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He Said

She Said

No apologies for you

Put politics aside now

JUSTIN BUCHANAN

Staff Writer

Oops, we
did it again.
No, I am not
talking about
the lyrics to
that god-awful,
whiny, Tiffany
wannabe's
song. I am talk
ing
about
something with real importance to peo
ple older than twelve. I am talking about
another military screw-up.
This one is different however. Unlike
the Japanese fishing vessel one of our
Navy subs sank, we are not to blame for
the recent collision of US and Chinese
military aircraft over Southern China. It
is important to first note that the US sur
veillance plane was in international air
space. This is normal behavior for any
country and is key to US security.
The US has a vested interest in main
taining surveillance of China. Lack of
surveillance has contributed to problems
with other countries in the past. Re
member that not too long ago Pakistan
tested several missiles and completely
took the United States by surprise. This
nearly contributed to an arms race in the
region given the tense relations between
Pakistan and India. Quality surveillance
may have helped prevent such a thing
from ever occurring. Also remember
that the United States has a large securi
ty interest in protecting our allies in Tai-

wan.
KARISA CLOWARD
The United States should take every Staff Writer
measure to ensure the prompt and safe
return of the 24 service men and women
On April 1,
who now sit in the hands of the Chinese
one
United
government. This is an absolute outrage.
States EP-3E
China has no right to detain our military
Aries II sur
personnel without unrestricted access by
veillance air
US officials.
craft collided
China's lack of respect could poten
with one Chi
tially damage US-Chinese relations per
nese fighter jet
manently. There are already talks of re
in internation
voking permanent normalized trade
al air space, 65
relation (PNTR) status, which was only miles from Chinese waters. The Chinese
recently granted to China. The action, pilot ejected from his plane, which
or should we say lack of action, by China crashed into the ocean, and is presumed
has furthered the call for increasing arms dead, while the American plane and its
sales to neighboring Taiwan under the 24 crew members made an emergency
1979 Taiwan Relations Act.
landing at a military airport on ChineseChina has become far more aggressive owned Hainan Island.
towards the United States in recent
Since then, the information coming
months. In late March a Chinese war from both the U.S. and Chinese govern
ship locked if s fire control radar at a US ments has been a mass of accusations
surveillance ship, thought to be an iso and contradictions. The United States
lated incident at the time. Some say they claims the Chinese fighter jet was fol
are testing the resolve of our new Presi lowing the American plane too closely,
dent. Not the smartest move considering while China claims that the U.S. aircraft
that China is up for entrance into the suddenly veered to the side. China ar
World Trade Organization (WTO) on gues that the American plane didn't no
June 3rd.
tify the Chinese military of its intent to
I think that Rep.Tom Tancredo of Col land, while the United States argues that
orado said it best when he said, "They the plane's issuance of a "mayday" call
want an apology? I've got an apology for should have been sufficient to address
them - I'm sorry we ever passed PNTR." that point. The United States maintains
Hey I've got an idea. If China wants, that its aircraft, which carries a substan
maybe we could trade Brittney Spears tial amount of spying equipment, pos
for the safe return of our crewmen and sesses "sovereign immunity" to prevent
women. Actually, I wouldn't wish that it from being boarded by the Chinese.
on anyone, not even China.
Chinese officials, who have already in

spected the plane and its equipment,
maintain that no such rights exist. China
demands an official apology in ex
change for the return of the plane and
crew, while the U.S. expresses its regret.
Meanwhile, as the semantics contin
ue, one man is dead and 24 servicemen
and women remain in custody. These
two governments can't seem to put a
stop to their political maneuvering long
enough to realize that the encounter,
while regrettable for its loss of life, was
nothing more than an accident.
During the Clinton administration,
the two governments established a "hot
line" in an attempt to head off any po
tential crises, such as the one we appear
to be in now. But neither President Bush
nor President Jiang Zemin have found it
agreeable to actually pick up the phone.
Why not? The U.S. Ambassador to Bei
jing and the Chinese Foreign Ministry
appear to be conducting most of what
little communication there is, neither
one of which is particularly powerful
within their own governments.
With all of the current conflict be
tween the two powers, you would think
they would want to resolve this as
quickly as possible. Right now, Presi
dent Bush is considering a massive arms
sale toTaiwan, which China still consid
ers a renegade province and is moving
forward with plans for a national missile
defense system that China views as
threatening China has already been de
moted from an important trading part
ner to a military competitor first and
foremost.

The Weekly Rant

High school fashion gestapo strike once more
SCOTT SWITZER

Managing Editor

Freedom of Speech is one of
the basic rights granted us by
the very first amendment on
the Bill of Rights. Speech also
includes expression, and we
all choose to express ourselves
differently, through our
clothes, hair, our words, but no
one is any less important. Re
cently, Porterville High School
in central California has im
peded that basic freedom, en
forcing ridiculous dress codes
and acting like a bunch of
Nazi's, suppressing the rights
of students for their own good.
But therein lies the mistake.
You see, Porterville High
made the mistake of wrongly
suppressing and punishing
my sister's expression, tram
pling all over her civil rights as
a human being, and that will
not;be tolerated by me, nor ev
idently by the students and

parents of Porterville.
Dawn Switzer, a sophomore
at Porterville High, was repri
manded for having a blouse
with straps that were too thin.
When told about it, she offered
to change into another shirt,
because she did have one. She
was told that that was not pos
sible, and she would be sus
pended for that day, and it was
her duty to find a ride home
because she needed to be off
the campus. Finding a ride
was not possible, because
Dawn, like me, lives in the
mountains, close to 40 miles
from Porterville. Instead, they
put her in the "Responsibility
Center" (RC) for the day.
She was not allowed to go
outside of the RC, except at the
very end of lunch when one of
the campus security escorted
her. The security guard did not
have to do this, she did it be
cause she felt guilty that they
were not going to allow Dawn

to eat lunch. Unfortunately, If the rule is going to allow fig
Dawn's older sister Summer ures of authority to obviously
was holding her lunch money, play favorites, then it should
and they would not let Dawn not be in place.
find Summer so that she could
This entire incident sparked
get something more than a bag a student/parent protest of the
of chips. As a further sign of school, and in fact may result
wrong doing, Dawn was not in a court case against the
allowed to go to lunch, but school's enforcement of dress
every other student in RC was codes. Let me give you an ex
allowed a full lunch break, ample of the dress code: Hats
with no escort. These other and Shirts can not match, be
students were minor violators cause that is gang related.
though, having only skipped Shoelaces cannot be colored,
their classes, not done any because that is gang-related.
thing like have straps on a You cannot where anything
shirt that were too thin. I that is sexually suggestive, but
mean, the potential threat to that is not gang-related, just
society, maybe we should lock too risky.
this girl up in Attica.
The school is so busy pro
If this policy was fairly en tecting the students from
forced, it would be one thing. gang-related clothing, that
However, there are discrepan they forget to protect the stu
cies in the policy, and it is up to dents from the gangs. A month
a monitor's discretion to pun ago, a hit list was found in one
ish or release a student. Many of the bathrooms at Porter
are never even talked to, they ville, naming off several stu
just go on about their business. dents to be killed, and still

nothing is known about the
person who created it. Should
n't this take precedence over
clothing Mrs. Clothes Nazi's?
However, the school's admin
istration, aside from not want
ing to return calls to anybody
calling about this incident,
seem to be of the opinion that
maybe if they don't look at it,
it will just go away.
Now, maybe I am way off
base, but shouldn't we ibe
teaching younger kids to be
come independent, in a couple
of years, these kids will be out
in the real world, where the
laws usually make a little
more sense. By restricting
them so much now, you are
leaving them brutally unpre
pared. Kids should be taught
to have an opinion, and to ex
press themselves. If we do not,
they could grow up to be
weak-willed people who will
See Rant, page 10
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Could the energy crisis actually be a good thing?
MARA
MARATITLE
TITLE
Assistant Opinion Editor
Had you asked me this ques
tion a month ago, I would most
likely have answered with a
profound "NO." However, due
to the impact that the energy
shortage has caused, many Cal
ifornians have suddenly sprung
into action in conserving a great
deal more energy than drey had
before.
Gov. Gray Davis announced
in his speech to the state on
Thursday, April 6, that conserv
ing energy is key indealing with
the shortage. He stated that al
though "he has fought tooth
and nail against rates, it's be
come increasingly clear that
with rising natural-gas prices,
the feds' failure to control costs
and the state's lack of supply,
that some increases are needed
to keep our lights on and our
economy strong." The bottom
line- those who still continue to

use an abundance of power will
end up paying plenty in utility
bills. If Californians consume as
much power as they did last
summer, we should expect to
see more than a month of rolling
blackouts for as many as 5 mil
lion people at a time, according
to the operator of the state's
power grid.
After coming to this realiza
tion, many Californians have re
duced their thermostat settings,
avoided running large appli
ances such as washers, dish and
clothes dryers and electric
ovens, closed off vents to rooms
not being used, turned off all ad
ditional electric lights, while
closing their shades and blinds
to reduce the amount of heat
lost through the windows. Even
California's first lady was giv
ing tours of the governor's
home Wednesday, showing off
the energy-efficient upgrades
that the Davises have made be
cause of the state's energy crisis.

She
She nmnrflv
proudly ann™,nro^
announced tU.t
that
they had reprogrammed their
Sacramento home's thermostat
to stay at 55 degrees at night,
while also managing to replace
a total of 144 light bulbs in and
around the house, without for
getting to insulate their water
heater.
What I want to know is, why
did the Davises, along with so
many other Californians only
decide to conserve energy once
a crisis hit? 144 light bulbs is an
awful lot of replacing if you ask
me. Couldn't they have had at
least half of them replaced be
forehand, without having to be
in the midst of an emergency? I
think the main factor here is that
a lot of people are just lazy in
finding the means to conserve
energy. All in all, this crisis is
definitely increasing the aware
ness of conservation for people,
which is a fantastic predicament
for the state to be in.
Numerous Californians have

.
even taken a huge step to inelude the use of solar panels on
their rooftops. Solar cells that
make electricity — photovoltaics which we'll shorten to
f Vs— have been around for
decades (1839 to be exact, when
hdmund Becquerel, a French expenmental physicist discovered
the effects of them). But until
very recently, they've been way
too expensive to compete with
conventional sources of electric
ity. In fact, in a decision that
could revolutionize the market
for solar electricity,
y the Sacra
mento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD) announced that it
would buy enough solar panels
to make 10 million watts of electricity. That s enough to power
about 3,000 customers during
the day, when the sun is shining,
and when the utility faces its
highest demand.
Overall, with the increased
demand in conservation, ineluding the use of photovaltaics,

Californians are moving toward
burning less fuel, and creatine
less pollution in the long run. It
is a shame to think that an energy crisis is what finally got their
attention, but at least it happened now, rather than allowing more damage to build up If
you've been wondering what
you can do to help conserve energy in other ways, the Solar
Electric Power Association
homepage provides a list of rep
resentatives you can contact
who can tell you how your util
ity uiiivujvcuiiisuidi
isinvolved in solar leciuioiotechnologies, and how they can help you
install a system or purchase
electricity generated from solar
power or other renewable energy technologies,
So now when I hear someone
complaining about the energy
crisis in California, I can smile to
myself in knowing that this
could just well be the best thing
that has happened, in terms of
conservation, in a long time.

Day of silence opens awareness to UOP students

LISA HOFFMAN

The lack of involvement was
really disappointing because I
, „
think that out of all of the "speu
Hopefully most students no- rial" weeks and days that we've
heed the rainbow-painted rocks had so far, this one was probaon April 4. They helped to re- bly the most important because
mmd everyone of the National its about a group of people
ay of Silence for gay, lesbian, whose civil rights are still being
bi-sexual and transgendered violated. Out of all fifty states in
people. The meaning of this day the U.S., Vermont is the only one
caused some confusion for a lot that allows "legal unions" for
of students because it didn't gays and lesbians, which the ti
give any explanation as to what tle itself is problematic because
the silence was for, which is re it is marginalizing homosexu
ally quite clever if you think als. But its the best thing that
about it. The title invited ques has happened so far since it
tioning which led to a discus grants many of the same rights
sion, thereby increasing the per that married heterosexuals
sons awareness about the have. Its shameful to realize
meaning. The day symbolized
7
forty-nine
iuny-iune states,
stares, including
the discrimination that gays, les- ours, are still discriminating
J _1"SeXUa an,d transgen" against gays and lesbians.
dered experience due to their
A closer look into our history
sexual orientation and how ed though will show us that our
ucation can help to end the dis nation has had numerous other
crimination.
discriminatory laws. In the past
Whether or not this day was African-Americans were segre
effective
in achieving
its goal
is o
,
o—
o——
gated,, women
v v u u l e u were
w e r e pprevented
revented
another thing. I didn't notice a from having access to birth conlot of people walking around trol and interracial marriage
wbS T °r eVe?, d'scussin§ wa® also illegal, just to name a
what the day was all about, and few. We look back on these laws
I only saw two people with and scoff because we realize
wearing the shirts which adver- that they were ethically wrong
bsed their involvement. Overall and had no logical reason for ex
it didn't seem likea lot of people isting. Yet we are still discrimi
were participating which led nating against another group of
me to conclude that no, the day people through our legal sys
didn't have much of an impact tem. If it is wrong to discrimi
on most of the students psyche. nate a person based on their eth
Perhaps if more people had nicity and gender, then why is
been involved it would have our country still denying basic
had a greater effect.
civil rights against people based
wnter

' " sexual orientation? I
on their
am empathetic towards the
plight of gays and lesbians and
their legal status in our society
and I've involved myself in the

struggle

to secure equal rights
since I've been able to vote. But
I won't be surprised if the right
for homosexuals to legally mar
ry isn't secured in the next few

years seeing as every other
group of people that have been
discriminated against have had
to fight for decades to have their
rights recognized.

STEP AHEAD
M J JL A .

Job Preparation 2001

Step Ahead is a job preparation
seminar offered by a professional
presenter. She will teach students the
best way to present themselves at
• interviews
• career fairs
• mixers
• business lunches and
Q other career-related situations
An information reception with hors
d'oeuvres and beverages will
precede the speaker.

Limited Space!!!
Sign up in Weber 206
(ESB students) or WPC
138 (COP/other students) today!

.
THURSDAY, APRIL 1 2 , 2 0 01
5:30-7:00 P M
RECEPTION IN PRESIDENT'S ROOM
SPEAKER IN REGENTS DINING ROOM

Contact Kelly Lam for more info at sodacan@hotmail.com
Co-sponsored by ESBSA and COPA
Working together to make a positive difference for all.
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Macedonia deals with Kosovo
lice chiefs to serve in many
NATALE CORIEL
towns, and dozens of schools
Staff Writer
to teach an Albanian-language
curriculum.
The war in Kosovo has been
Changes still need to be
settled for quite some time
made
in Macedonia, but the
now, but the conflict in Mace
way the KLA is going about
donia has just begun. Macedo
seeking change is not benefi
nia has been a fairly peaceful
cial. The KLA needs to look at
republic. During the conflict in
the changes that have al
Yugoslavia in the 1990's,
With the aid of NATO, ready been made and go
Macedonia managed to stay
just like in the Kosovo from there. Now this doesfree of the violence despite
its diverse population. War, things in Macedonia n 1 mean loading up with
,
. . r ..
guns, but instead coming up
However, the days of living
can be reversed if the * ith solutions that are nonin peace have soon changed.
violent. Instead of using vi
KLA use their heads
The guerillas of the Koso
olence,
the army needs to
vo Liberation Army have
instead of their guns.
..^take a more diplomatic ap
moved into Macedonia de- _
manding equal rights to all Al to follow in their footsteps. proach. With the aid of NATO,
banians. It is estimated that NATO officials and many just like in the Kosovo War,
this group of men is comprised Balkans experts "are calling the things in Macedonia can be re
of only 100 soldiers, but this recent spate of violent attacks versed if the KLA use their
number is dangerously in on Serb police and civilians heads instead of their guns.
As for now, the violence will
creasing as the violence contin nothing more than a land
continue and innocent people
ues.
grab."
The conflict in Macedonia is
There have been laws will die. The KLA will contin
a continuation of the Kosovo changed a few years back giv ue to seek freedom through vi
war in 1999 and 2000. Howev ing more rights to Albanians. olence, rather than diplomatic
er the problems the ethnic Al For example, in 1998 "Arben means. I believe that the Alba
banians faced in Kosovo are Xhaferi's Democratic Party of nians should be granted equal
very different then that in Albanians joined Macedonia's rights, but going about it in an
Macedonia. Slobodan Milose ruling coalition, and the party uncivilized manner is not the
vic, former leader of Kosovo, won key minority rights." This most effective way of achieving
believed in ethnic cleansing of victory allowed Albanian po this goal.
the Albanians and is responsi
ble for many war crimes for
which he will be put on trial
first on a domestic level and
second on an international lev
el at The Hague.
NATO does not support the
actions of the KLA and has
urged Albanians in Kosovo not

Awareness

Continued from page 6
form of action. Awareness is
passive. Awareness doesn't
really mean anything tangi
ble - it's just a buzzword.
Otherwise we're not going to
be doing anything actually
constructive during this time
other than protesting.

What would be ideal,
would be to have these
awareness weeks replaced
with education that took
place all the time. Then the
causes that need action
would be treated with ade
quate seriousness.
Awareness would be some
thing that we could eventual
ly come to expect.

MILLIONS OF STEPS
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
L tiuusands 01 pcujjle will be doing Lie FOA40 LILLEING HAND
MS WALK., and the dollars raised will provide loeal programs tOi peo
ple with MS - a ohiunie, often GisaUiiig disease of the central nervous
system More than a third ot a million people are affected. I he physi
cai effects ol MS are totally unpredict
able, but the one thing peuple with
MS eon count on is the help of tire
National MS Society, the FOX40
HF.LPING HAND I IIND
and people like you.

F0X40 Helping Hand

THE MS-WALK"

THE PACIFICAN

Rant

Continued from page 9
go with the crowd no matter
what. People that will
change their mind at the
slightest hint of opposition:
You know, Liberals.
The high school is not do
ing what they should be.
They are not educating the
students, they are trying to
create a group of apathetic
conformists, willing to fol
low the herd mentality to the
bitter end. They will not be
happy until all students
salute upon entering school
as one "Hail [administra
tor]."
They will not be happy
until no student is allowed to
speak their mind. Last week,
the athletics director of the
school called to complain to
my parents because my old
er sister, Summer, had ar
gued with an umpire. Since
she is the assistant coach of
the softball team, she had
every right to do so. Howev
er, she is a student, and
therefore should not be al
lowed to speak. Also, my
parents didn't care, they
were present during the

MBA at P A C I F I C
Gome Discover
California's
Hidden Treasure*
Y1I317

INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, April19,2001

UOP Eberhardt School of Business
6:00-7:00 p.m. • Weber Hall 112

Lor mure information auuut the
ZUU1 WALK in Stockton,
call 1 8UU 222-6677
| NATIONAL
MULTIPLES
; SOCIETY

game. Maybe they are just
crazy, but they feel kids
should stand up for what
they believe in
Unfortunately for the
High School Nazi's, they did
not count on all of this. They
are now learning the hard
way that you can only stir
people up so much. When a
good portion of the parents
are standing up and saying
"you cannot treat my child
like this" it is a sign that they
went too far. This is exactly
why vouchers should have
passed. What is the school
' doing to improve itself right
now? It is doing nothing, be
cause the school doesn't
have too, they have an entire
crop of captives to their pit of
the educational institutions.
It sickens me that my own
high school can do this. I am
ashamed to admit that I
came from Porterville High.
If I could, I would renounce
my high school, as I willing
ly do so here. There are good
teachers at that school, it is
just a shame that they have
to work in a place that does
n't believe in the constitution
of the United States of Amer
ica.

&SVP

FOX40
Helping Hand

or

April 22, 2001

hy calling

(209) 946-2629
E-MAIL mba@uop.edu

*Per Kaplan/Newsweek survey. Pacific was California's
only nationally listed "hidden treasure" University.
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Blow' lines up some new, powerful performances
•I,,, ..

:,,U
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MIKE DELORENZO

Staff Writer

Johnny Depp has more than
proven himself as a gifted actor
with such a variety of dramatic
characterizations ranging from
a singlefather in "Nick of Time"
to a hapless director in "Ed
Wood" to a reclusive perversion
of nature in "Edward Scissorhands." Now he portrays the
entrepreneurial drug dealer in
Blow" with the same persua
sive perfectionism that we have
grown to expect.
Based on the life of George
Jung, "Blow" takes a look at theworld of drug trafficking
through the introduction of Co
caine into America on a massive
scale.

,

.

-

-

-

The film chronicles the life of
George Jung, following from his
childhood poverty into his thirst
for wealth and stability. Johnny
Depp plays Jung in his older
years as he looks back on his life
and how it is that he winds up
in a federal penitentiary. Start
ing as a young child Jung
vowed that he would never be
poor, and after moving to Cali
fornia he keeps this promise
aided by the world of narcotics.
Starting with Marijuana,
Jung finds that he has a knack
for smuggling things into the
United States, and once he
meets up with his Columbian
connection, the sky is the limit.
Jung's climb is not one with
out difficulty, as he finds that
trust and honor are second to
greed and lftst, he must decide
between himself and his family.
The film sports a phenome
nal cast which fuels the film
making experience and makes it
a must see. Franka Potente,
most popular for her portrayal
of Lola in the film "Run Lola
Run," plays Jung's first love.
This marks her first role in

Johnny Depp (left) and Jordi Molla star in New Line Cinema's drama, Blow.
American film and she delivers
a mind numbing performance
while giving Penelope Cruz ampie competition in the role of the
leading lady.

Penelope Cruz gives an all
out performance as Jung's
Colombian wife that rings to the
tune of Michele Pfeiffer in "Scar
Face." Her portrayal of a pow

er hungry woman obsessed
with the tributes of her husband
and habit of drug addiction
may also be compared to
See 'Blow/ page 12

Semlsonic to perform live at Faye Spanos in concert

KAIRUCI i r
• /
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

. 1

- - .

the Minneapolis trio, Semi
sonic will travel to Stockton
to perform music from their
new album "All About

Chemistry.'
The trio consists of gui
tarist/
songwriter Dan Wil
In just a couple of weeks
son, bassist John Munson and
drummer
Jacob
Slichter. They have
added a new member,
Chris Joyner whose
I primary instrument is
| the keyboard.
Semisonic has come
a long way from being
the underdogs and unfamiliars of the music
world and has since
perfected their music
through the new al
bum.
Spawning from their
popularity from their
1998 hit album, "Feel
ing Strangely Fine,"
Semisonic's new al
bum creates a whole
new sound and feel for
the group.
Many of us remem
ber
that bar anthem
I Minneapolis trio, Semisonic will he performing at UUP on April 29
"Closing time", "Secret
Senior staff writer

smile" and "Singing in my
sleep". "Chemistry" and "I
Wish" are reminiscent of past
albums, and promises to give
audience members a glimpse
of previous music. Song
writer, Wilson, has managed
to integrate the imagery of
previous work while provid
ing a view of the human con
dition.
"On the last album, I wrote
almost all the songs as secrets
being told to just one person like me whispering in your
ear. This time around, I envi
sioned a big group of friends
at a great party, where every
one has done a few things
they'll remember forever and
everyone has done a few
things that they'd rather for
get," said Wilson on the offi
cial Semisonic web site.
If you're a Semisonic fan or
one who'd like to be, then
you'll love "All About Chem
istry" and all that the band
has to offer. You will leave the

concert humming along. You
will become engrossed in the
musical tale that the band
will weave around you. If
you like live concerts, you
will definitely like this one.
You will surely not be disap
pointed.
Fans will be able to get a
chance to see Semisonic per
form in concert at 7 p.m. Sun
day, Apr. 29. They will be
struttin' their stuff at Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
This will be the final
chance for fans to see a Semi
sonic concert in Northern
California. The band will
play in Los Angeles on May
1 and then they're off to Col
orado and the United King
dom.
So don't wait now, tickets
are now on sale at the ASUOP
office in McCaffrey Center or
at any tickets.com outlet.
Contact ASUOP for more in
formation regarding price
and availability; 946-2233.
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Restaurant Review

Payter's restaurant an integral part of Stockton
few blocks away on North El
Dorado Street. He's a great
coach with a knack for running
Location: 61 Lincoln
a great restaurant.
Center
When patrons walk in to the
ordering counter, they will see
Hours: 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
walls covered with sports pic
daily (breakfast served
tures of St. Mary's baseball
until 11 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
teams and of the 49ers. It is here
and until 1 p.m. Sundays.)
that you instantly view a world
Payment: cash, credit or
of
history. Yet the dining area is
debit card.
very
opposite. Shelves of
Information: (209) 477plants
and paintings deck the
9513; fax (209) 477-9532;
walls and fans swirl above giv
payters@virtualstockton.
ing a breeze of cool air.
com
My companion and I decided
to dine at Payter's due to our
limited amount of funds. For
the student craving a big meal
on less than ten dollars, Payter's
Owner and operator, Peter J. should come to mind. Every
Pijl had no clue how successful sandwich, side dish, or full din
his restaurant would be when ner costs less than ten dollars
he first opened it over a decade with change to spare.
ago. Today, Payter's success is
Payter's has an excellent
mostly due to high schoolers, breakfast, a wide variety of
college students, and hungry lunch, and serious carnivore
Lincoln Center shoppers alike.
dinners.
For many patrons, he's
For the burger lover, a tradi
known as Coach Pijl, the coach tional 1 /3 lb. hamburger ($2.95)
at St. Mary's High School just a and side order of fries (half orMICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Senior staff writer

Payter's Restaurant offers a great selection of burgers and deli-style sandwiches.
der $1.10; full order $1.60) will
You may order any lunch
suffice.
item during dinner. Yet dinner
However, if you're more into is a category on its own. The
deli sandwiches, Payter's has a menu consists of steaks galore.
wide selection. An excellent Do you want steak? Are you
sandwich for a warm spring tired of the same old t-bone or
day is the Joaquin Beef Sand sirloin steak with dry veggies?
wich ($3.45). The sandwich Payter's manages to get creative
consists of roast beef, a green with the steak dinners.
chili strip, melted cheese, let
For the meat lover, a steak
tuce, tomatoes and mayo on a and chicken combo ($6.65) will
warm onion bun. It is a mouth fill you right up. There is also
watering sandwich for the ad the teriyaki steak ($6.85) which
venturous patron.
is marinated in terfyaki sauce,
-~

f

« "

Although traditional steak
lovers will like the typical steak
and shrimp dinner ($6.85).
If you like a warm atmos
phere, inexpensive food, and a
friendly environment, Payter's
is an excellent place. The ser
vice isgood (mainly high school
students working their first
jobs). The food is quickly and
efficiently prepared, and the
dining experience is wonderful,
Overall, I give Payter's a rating
of three and a half out of five.
» l IV. J.V/VM iU
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Tenth annual Celebrate Diversity Week to storm UOP
MlCHEl I F-Fl I7ARFTH VALLE
Villi:
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH

Senior staff writer

UOP presents their 10th an
nual Celebrate Diversity series
of events.
This year's theme is "revisit
ing the first event as a celebra
tion of a decade," said coordina
tor Jennifer Sexton. Celebrate
Diversity was first organized
and launched in the fall of 1991
by a small group of students
committed to learning through
service.
"Celebrate Diversity's pur
pose is to find common ground
of respect and acceptance in or
der to build a healthy, peaceful
community through collabora
tion, education, and under
standing," writes Peggy Rosson
in an e-mail about the event. It
is an important part of UOP ef
forts to bring forth acceptance
and understanding of the world
and its diverse people.
'BlowL

Continued from page 11
Sharon Stone in "Casino."
A refreshing difference from
her other films where she plays
the body rather than an actress,
here her rail thin frame and
coked-out hair will discourage
the usual trapping of physical
identity.

'These
I TlOCO n*fnntn
.1
events celebrate vari

ous aspects of diversity through
films, speakers, performances
and service.
Each year is a different theme.
Sexton has been fortunate to co
ordinate and head last year's
and this year's Celebrate Diver
sity events. She has worked
with various student organiza
tions on themes and events. "A
diverse group contributing each
year has allowed to the success
of these events," she explained.
The first event to kick off Cel
ebrate Diversity was the Na
tional Day of Silence on
Wednesday, April 4. "The Day
of Silence is meant to draw at
tention to those who have been
silenced by hatred, oppression
and prejudice," was the expla
nation on cards handed out to
participants.
This day was in support of
any lesbian, gay, bisexual or
transgender person who has

been suppressed or silenced in
the past. "It was a great turnout
with an estimate of 300 people,"
said Sexton.
This year's Celebrate Diversi
ty week will feature several
films rangifig from "Remember
the Titans" to "Within the Si
lence." In cooperation with
ASUOP, Celebrate Diversity
Week will feature coach Her
man Boone who will speak
about diversity and his experi
ences.
On April 21, the Leadership
Involvement
Community
(LINC) will be coordinating a
day of service, which is open to
students, friends of UOP and
faculty. This day is a day of vol
unteer work at various locations
within Stockton. For those who
wish to participate in this day,
you may contact Jen at 932-4231
for the locations of volunteer
work. At the end of the day a
barbeque will be given for those
1_ -

-i
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who were in
volved in volun
teering.
The last event
that will close
Celebrate Diver
sity will be Earth
Day.
For further in
formation
on
volunteering
during
Earth
Day contact Char
Wilson at 9462444. It is never
too late to begin
participating in
celebrating the
world's diversity.
Volunteering at a
blood bank or at
tending a mov
ing performance
will allow people
to better under
stand the world's
many quirks.
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4/13-15
"Remember the
Titans" - McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 pm

Herman Boone -Faye Spanos Concert
Hall, 7:30 pm

4U1
Youth Day Pacific welcomes
McKinley School Live
Voices Performance:

Campus Wide Day of
Service - Celebration
of Service Baun Fitness
Center, 5 pm

Share the Courage
McCaffrey Theatre, 7 pm Earth Day Festival -

4/18
"Sankafa" - Mo
4/19
"Like Water for
Theatre, 7 pm

lawn, food,
music, performers!
(Co-sponsored by
Peace and Justice
Network
and Students for
Environmental
Action)

Johnny Depp too caters less will inevitably leave everyone popular form of aristocratic
amazing talent in the film, di
than usual to the physical ap talking is that of Paul Reubens. recreation. Reubens' ability to
rector Ted Demme seems to
petite of women viewers, as Most popular for his portrayal develop a difficult and contro
curb an artistic flair that would
Jung he sports a mullet hairdo of the popular children's char versial character is one to be ad
undoubtedly unite the cast and
and does not age too gracefully. acter Pee Wee Herman, Reubens mired.
take the film to a higher level.
Appearance aside, he delivers a plays Derek Foreal, Jung's West
The film boasts a wide vari The film is a definite winner
dynamite performance, elating coast connection.
ety of captivating effects in a there is no doubt about it, but
the feeling of despair and the viThe colorfulness of Reubens' flash of still images, and uses for me it lacked the serious blow
vaciousness of a hunger that can character vibrantly captures the various film stocks to span the
to the head that you would ex
never be satisfied.
screen as a Hollywood hair eras of time. Despite the excel pect to see in a film of this cal
The one performance that dresser who dabbles in drugs as lent production value and
iber and subject matter.
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just Visiting' proves to be a film for the entire familv

lure DE
DelLORENZO
DDF\I7D
MIKE
Staff Writer

The name Jean-Marie Poire
probably doesn't mean any;hing to most people, but
Poire, director of "Just Visit
ing" starring Christina Apple
gate and Jean Reno has mas
ked a mix of wholesome
,tory and humor in her latest
work.
Originally made in France
in 1993 under the title "Les
Visiteurs," (which translates to
lust Visiting) the film proved a
great success and soon work
regan on a sequel, simply
named "Les Visiteurs II." The
sensation has now traveled
across the Atlantic with the
American version hitting the
aters just last week.
The film follows16th centuCount Thibault (Jean
Reno) and his servant Andre's
attempt
- at traveling
^ back in
sme (with the help of a bit of
magic) to save Thibault's
beloved princess (Christina
Applegate).

The wizard's concoction
joes awry and rather than beng transported to the past,
hey are sent into 21st century
Chicago. From there they are
leaded on a madcap adven
to thru time where'they will
Jtimately find their destiny.
With the help of Thibault's
iescendants, whom the me-

DReview

rlipval Hlin
dieval
duo cfiirr»l-\1o
stumble unnn
upon, fVicrtr
they
begin the search for a wizard
who can send them back to
their own time, allowing them
to save the princess. While in
the modern era the two dis
cover the differences of time
and the altered discourses of
nobility.
"Just visiting," may be a
surprising film to those who
feel that they would never be
able to enjoy a trip to the
movies as a whole family.
With films like "Dudley Do
Right" where humor is aimed
at a very young audience, or
"Meet The Parents," where the
humor is far above a child's
comprehension, a family faces
the difficulty of a universally
appealing film.
1
ullu Jcun nent Jtar in me new comedyf >just Visiting.
Jean-Marie Poire has con
quered an amazing feat with
Jean Reno's talent as an ac tion of Reno's artistic worth
college student who looks for
this film, creating a work that tor has been glorified in
here in the U.S.
sex
and violence or an artistic
is enjoyable for the entire fam
France where he holds the sta
Reno now illustrates his style as reasons to fork out
ily- The comedy is diverse tus of a national star. Until
comedic ability in "Just Visit $8.00 to see a movie, it proves
and plentiful, appeasing the
* .
:,*t—7'o—
now most American viewers ing,"
me, wnere
confronts the
th<
where he
he confronts
- " a good, clean film that every
youngsters with slapstick hu- have only seen him in tough hilarity of technological con
one should take his or her little
mor but at a level where adults guy roles in films such as veniences and the portrayal of
brother or sister to see.
are not bored or annoyed.
Mission Impossible" and 'honor in a society
•
that
is
based
As Easter approaches and
The film lacks any sexual in- "Ronin." In the film "The Pro
nuendos, which would make fessional," viewers were pre on greed. Reno, unlike Girard the trip home brings about the
for compromising situations sented with a different side of Depardue, has entered the role question of what to do with
for parents after the movie. At Reno. In this film he was able of a credible thespian on a the younger sibling, this is a
the sneak preview the theater to express himself deeply as a wide playing field and has se promising outlet. The film will
cured his foundation. We all undoubtedly appeal to the
was repeatedly filled with
remember "Green
"Green Card,"
Card," and child inside all o/ us as we
laughter from vouneTncLold hu^ST^ f1" °PPosite remember
proving the diversity and ml
( l a^olescent counterpart we all wish we could forget latch on to the adventures and
Y°UnS Natahe
lectiveness of
nf Jean-Marie
T„L.x/r„J
J?7
"My Father the Hero.
mishaps of Thibault and An
lectiveness
Portman). This film marked a
While this film will proba dre as they discover that
Poire's comedic vision.
dramatic point in the percep- bly not appeal to the average
which we take for granted.

Blow' soundtrack Is a must have for 70's music fans

[U-WIRE] ORONO, Maine le New Line Cinema picture
Blow," starring Johnny Depp,
enelope Cruz, Paul Reubens
nd Ray Liotta opens nationide on Friday, April 6. While
•e film is still a few days away,
^motion picture soundtrack,
•leased on Cheeba Records is
feady in stores.
Blow" chronicles the real
s story of drug dealer George
Jig. Jung began his dealing as
•arefree hippie trying to suport his lifestyle. After an arand a short stint in jail he
emerged on the drug scene
ith a tip from a fellow inmate,
evinced that the real monwas in a new high emerging
'Hi South America, Jung conted Colombian drug king
•Mo Escobar and together,
°ded the American market
$ a new, hip and decadent
Jg... cocaine.
While the story chronicles

Jung's rise to immense riches,
and his inevitable fall from
grace, the soundtrack blazes a
trail through the '70s cocaine
heyday with Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Bob Dylan, Marshall Tucker,
KC & The Sunshine Band and
Cream.
The Rolling Stones open the
album with "Can't You Hear
Me Knocking," a classic track
from 1971 with blues rock un
dertones and a powerful guitar
jam. Jagger's vocals are as
grainy as ever, but only serve
to make the song better. Gutsy
and grabbing, "Can't You Hear
Me Knocking" is a great open
er.
The original power band
Cream makes an appearance
on the album with the song
"Strange Brew." One of the
classics from Clapton, Baker
and Bruce, "Strange Brew"
seems somewhat out of place
on this album. Perhaps the

Clapton blues-rock epic "Co
caine ' would have been more
appropriate.
Ram Jam provides track five
with their 1977 hit "Black Bet
ty." The song is a southern rock
staple fusing fast paced, dri
ving guitars with a head bop
ping drumbeat. As the back
drop to the trailer and
television commercials, this
song was what first turned me
on to the soundtrack. More so
than any of the other classics
on this album, this is the track
you will still be humming
hours after you turn off your
CD player.
The Manfred Mann's Earth
Band version of the £ruce
Springsteen classic "Blinded
By The Light" follows "Black
Betty" with trippy keyboards
and jamming guitars. The tor
tured lyric "...wrapped up like
a deuce..." made Springsteen a
star, but the Manfred Mann

version took his lyrics one step
farther. Better suited to the tone
of this album than the original,
this song is a '70s staple.
The Latin beats and infec
tious horns of Willie Rosario's
"Let's Boogaloo" provide a
good segway to the highlight
of the album, "Keep It Comin'
Love" by KC and The Sun
shine Band. What soundtrack
about '70s designer drug co
caine would be complete with
out the sounds of disco? This
song is so groovy, A1 Gore
could dance to it. If you can-re
sist the urge to set the album on
repeat at the onset of this track,
the rest of the album is worth
a listen.
Track nine, "Yellow World"
by J Girls is a forgettable filler
song, as is Bob Dylan's "All
The Tired Horses." The re
maining three songs, however,
are worth the price of the al
bum alone. Track ten, "That

Smell" by Lynyrd Skynyrd is
the perfect song to accompany
a story of indulgence and
overkill. The song, supposedly
a tribute to one of the band's
own addict members, is a
telling account of the dark side
of addiction.
Marshall Tucker Band's
southern rock ballad "Can't
You See" and Nikka Costa's
"Push & Pull" provide the per
fect outro to the album. The
former is a bluesy song about
loss and escape and the latter is
a mellow, guitar backed track
featuring soulfully powerful
vocals.
Taken as a whole, the
"Blow" soundtrack is one of
the better movie soundtracks
of the last year. Rivaling the
quality of "Wonder Boys,"
"Outside Providence" and
"Almost Famous," the "Blow"
•soundtrack is a must have for
any fan of '70s music.
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Film 'Dish'es up a delicious comedy on Apollo Mission

.

,

:

[U-WIRE] LOS ANGELES In the last 30 years, there have
been a number of films, televi
sion shows and documentaries
that have explored the intricate
details of the Apollo 11 mis
sion.
People all over the world
watched the live broadcast of
the lunar landing, and were
actually able to see Neil Arm
strong when he proudly pro
claimed, "One small step for
man, one giant leap for
mankind." But this is only one
side of the story. If not for a
small group of scientists in the
small town of Parkes, Aus
tralia, one of history's greatest
scientific feats would have
been little more than just a
faint memory.
In his heartwarming film,
"The Dish," director Rob Sitch
("The Castle") dives headfirst
into a story that few people
know about. It all started more
than 30 years ago when NASA
decided to send a group of as
tronauts to the moon. They
wanted it to be televised, and
because they needed a backup
for their main satellite dish in
Goldstone, Calif., they called
upon the tiny town of Parkes.
A quiet place with a knack for
sheep farming and a small
population, Parkes was also
home to the most powerful re
ceiving dish in the Southern
Hemisphere, which sat right in
the middle of a remote sheep
farm.
When the flight schedule of
Apollo 11 changed, however,
and the main dish was unable

to pick up the signal, the
Parkes satellite became solely
responsible for transmitting
images of man's first steps on
the moon to people all over the
world.
Based on Australia's actual
NASA crew, the four scientists
in the film are a colorful array
of personalities. There is A1
Burnett (Patrick Warburton),
the by-the-book, U.S.-born
NASA representative; Cliff
Buxton (Sam Neill), the recent
ly widowed scientist and team
leader; Ross "Mitch" Mitchell
(Kevin Harrington), the sar
castic technician who, from the
beginning, can't stand being
around Al; and Glenn Latham
(Tom Long), the calculations
expert who, at one point, takes
it upon himself to reconfigure
official NASA data.
Even though they some
times step on each others' toes
and occasionally break into ar
gument, these fabulous four
function better together than
they do apart, and their chem
istry is one of the key elements
of the film. Despite each man's
view of the overall global mis
sion, the peculiarities of Aus
tralia's style of dressing or the
condition of the Dish, every
character has one very wel
come thing in common each is
laced with the warm, refresh
ing aspect of humility.
One of the best things about
this film is the fact that its
quality does not lie only in the
characters. Sitch has done a
fantastic job in transforming
an intriguing, barely-there sto-

Dr. Ray's joke Corner

Kevin Harrington, Tom Long, Patrick Warburton and Sam Neill star in new movie 'Dish.'
ry into a small-town epic root
ed in subtle comedy and some
farcical situations. He has re
visited history from a different
perspective a welcome story
telling technique in any sense
and stumbled upon a nugget
of pure comic gold. This film
America's

Leader

makes us wonder about and
ponder different possibilities,
all the while entertaining us.
Overall, "The Dish" is a
pleasant, promising film with
a lot of heart, emotion and en
ergy. It is definitely out-of-thisworld.
in
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Laura Farewell
Dr. Laura has
taped her last TV
talk show. Her selfhelp segment nev
er really went over
with a diverse tele
vision audience.
"This Old Homo."

ity firm is trying to
put together a
"man band" of
singers over 50.
There's even a
clever name for
such a middle- through with Con
aged pop group. gress, it's onto Chi
The Old Spice na.
Boys.
Boy Band
Less Work
N' Sync has an
Bush Brains
A report says
other CD coming
President Bush working women in
out in June. Their is being tested with the U.S. earn 25
fens will have a big his first major cri percent less than
decision to make. sis. He must deal men. This raises an
It's either the new with a culture he important question
album or a training doesn't
under among Republican
bra.
stand and a gov leadership in Wash
ernment he is not ington. "Are there
Man Band
enamored with. women
who
A British public And after he gets work?"

igiftture Theaters
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON - 955-563:
ALL LUCASFILM THX CERTIFIES AUDITOR'-

HEARTBREAKERS (PG13)
DAILY; (1:55. 4:45). 7:35. 10:15 Early show Fri-Sun (11.20)

KINGDOM COME (PG)-HOPASSESDAILY- (2:15.4:35) 7:20.10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:50)

ALONG CAME A SPIDER (R) -NO PASSES| DAILY; (2:05.2:50.4:30,5:20) 7:10,7:50.9:50.10:20
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:30.12:00)
I BLOW (R) -HOPASSES*
1 DAILY: (1.50, 4:40) 7:40.10 25 Early Show Fri-Sun (11:10)
SPY KIDS (PG)
DAILY: (2:00,2:40,4:20.5:00) 6:50.7:30.9:15.9:45
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:15)

SOMEONE LIKE YOU (PG13)
DAILY (2:45,5:15) 7:45. 10 05EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN <12:15) J

REGENCY CINEMAS 4
7809 ETNA LANE, STOCKTON - 957-892?
rBRIDGET

JONES DIARY (PG13)

|
FRI-SUN 11:20,1:55,4:45.7:35,10:15 MON-THU 1:55.4:45 800

POKEMON 3 (G)
|FRI-SUN 11:45.2:15.4:50,7:00 MON-THU 2 15.4:50.7:30

I JUST VISITING (PG13)
I FRI-SUN 12:15.2:45.5:10 MON-THU 2:45. 5:10

I CROUCHING TIGER. HIDDEN DRAGON (PG13)
I FRI/SUN 7:30. 10:05 MON/THU 7:50

Cabo
Sari Lucas

$529

4da\
n
Carnival Cruise
Cr

$425

plus tax

includes taxes and port fees

4 nis.. npl si tare ftom Lus nng«ies

quad share from Los Angeles

I ENEMY AT THE GATES (R)
|
FRI/SUN 12:45,3:45,7:15.10:00 MON/THU 3:45.7:45

. THE BROTHERS (R)
k.FRl/SUN 9:3

FESTIVAL CINEMAS 4
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON 951-216

AMORES PERROS (PG13) "NO PASSES-

FRI/SUN 12:00.3:30,8:00 MON/THU 3:30.7:45

JOSIE AND THE PUSSYCAT (PG13)
FRI/SUN 11:45 2:15,4:45,7:15,9:45 MON/THU 2:15,4:45,7 30

JOE DIRT (PG13)
FRI/SUN: 12:30.3:00.5:15.7:40.9.55 MON/THU 3:00.5:15.8:00

TRAFFIC (R)

Travel

CST;;1008080-50.

FRI-SUN 3:30,10:00 MON-THU 3:30

EXIT WOUNDS (R)
FRI-SUN 12:45.7:45 MON-THU 8:15

University Union, CSUS. 6000 J Street

916-278-4224

counci[travel,com
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Top Ten
Top Ten guidelines to
enjoying the Spring
in Stockton
10. Claim that allergies are
always affecting your nose
to better cover up your
nasty coke habit
9. When flying a kite
over south Stockton, refrain
from using any material
other than bullet
proof kevlar
8. When deciding on which
mall to visit in Stockton,
drive a couple of
hours away, and think
about it at a much
nicer mall
in another city
7. When having a swim
party in the levy, be sure to
wear proper bathing
attire and wait 30
minutes before swimming
after you eat
6. When cleaning up your
dorm, separate the
empty beer cans by brand
name, in order to get
a perspective on how much
dirty, cheap beer you've
been drinking
j
5. Don't forget that the
new hot fashion trend is
wearing a lacy thong with
a nice new vest, guys!
4. If you enjoy fishing and
the outdoors, remember the
one key to having a great
experience, Bacardi 151
* Springtime means that
love is in the air, but not for
you of course
2. Getting in shape is a
must for the Spring, so work
i off that winter chub by
running constantly, where
ever you may go
f
1. We're all gonna melt
this summer so you'd
better find something fun
to do this Spring, like
solving our energy crisis

Calendar
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Spring

2 0 0 1

List your event in the calendar FREE
Call Khaleda at 946-2 IIS and leave details of your event.

Entertainment in the Area
April 11-14
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum
UOP Theatre Arts Department
Long Theatre, 8 pm
Tickets $8/students on opening night,
$6 all other dates
946-2UOP
April 18
Spring Barbeque
College of the Pacific Association
Hand Hall Lawn, 4-7pm
Free food, live entertainment,
and COPA elections!
477-9749
April 19
Time Management Workshop
Office of Retention Service and

Student Advising Center
Bannister Hall, 12 pm
Free and open to all!
946-2711

Classified

April 20
Speaker Herman Boone
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 7:30 pm
Boone's life was portrayed in,
"Remember the Titans"
946-2233
April 21
Day of Service
Farley LINC House
Volunteer community involvement
service day open to allI
Up to eight different sites to
volunteer at, 9 am-4 pm.
932-4231

GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica $250
round trip. Hawaii $119 one way.
Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book tickets on-line www.airtech.com or
toll free 877-airtech.

ATTENTION: OWN A COMPUTER?
$1000-$7000 PT/FT. Free information.
(800)335-8966
www.richdais.com
Bracelet found on sidewalk of Stadium Dr.
Owner can call 946-2241 to describe
piece so it may be returned.

California artist archive show in gallery
p.m.
The watercolors and litho
Showing in the Richard graphs are from Pacific's Carl
Reynolds Gallery of the Jean- Beetz Archive. The artist was an
nette Powell Art Center through American Illustrator working in
April 29 is a collection of works Los Angeles and San Francisco
by portrait artist and cartoonist from 1930-'74. His mature work
Carl Beetz.
is rooted in a Regionalist style
The gallery is open to the and characterized by illustra
public Monday through Friday tions of sports genre and urban
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Satur life in Los Angeles.
day and Sunday from 1 to 5
Beetz
taught at the
Chouinard School of Art in Los
7 HE PACIFICAN

Celebrity Chat
Top Hollywood movie
stars, including Brad Pitt,
Keanu Reeves, Johnny Depp,
Russell Crowe,Billy Bob Thorton, Milla Jovovxch, Mare
Winningham and Juliette
Lewis have lent their musical
talents to "Hollywood Goes
Wild" an album and fundraising project to aid the Wildlife
Waystation, a California
refuge for wild and exotican
imals.
Ashley Judd hassnagged a
purrr-fect new role as Bat
man's nemesis in the new
movie "Catwoman".
If you're wondering where
Valerie Bertinelli has been,
look no further than
"Touched By an Angel". She
will join the cast of the CBS
drama on April 29th for the
rest of the television season.
She'll play an angel who is
new to Earth and needs guid
ance from Roma Downey.
Sad but true, NBC's "3rd
Rock from the Sun" will end
it's 6th season run on May

Angeles, a vital training ground
for early Disney Studio artists,
and also had an association with
the California School of South
ern California Modern artists in
the early half of the 20th century.
The Carl Beetz Archive and
Catalog Raisonne Project was
established at Pacific in January
2000 and has more than 1,250
works including drawings, wa
tercolors and paintings on can-

Drive Thru Espresso

vas and panel. The project is
part of College of the Pacific's
undergraduate research initia
tive, with the catalog and exhi
bition conducted and assem
bled by faculty and students in
Art History, Graphic Design
and Studio Art programs.
46 YEARS of QUALITY
"Mann/t"

From the Ranch to us.
Gourmet Hamburgers.
100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh Chuck.
The livestock is led the purest natural teeds.
without the use of hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken
22nd.
Think you can survive "Big
Brother"?? CBS is looking for
contestants to take part this
summer in the second season
of its reality TV show, in
which a group of strangers are
CONFINED to a house sur
rounded by cameras and mi
crophones. To apply through
the Internet, log on to
www.CBS.com and applica
tions are due by April 20th
and must include a two
minute videotape and two
color photo's.
Have a great three day
weekend! Remember, email us
at uopAandE@hotmail.com
with any comments on our
section. This is Kelly O signing
out!

w/Beons, Rice, Salsa & JorHllas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrifo
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnitas (roast pork)

Iv^jwrn Ike Itule!
From the Ranch To Us.

Our livestock is led the purest natural feeds,
without the use of hormones or antibiotics

We use only 100% tonolo oil, not tiydfogwoted.
50% lower in saturated fol than soybean oil,
poonut, or olive oil.

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.
(one block south of March Lane)

Marinated
Cawed from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Own

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich
All served with cole slaw.

Steamed Artichokes
We use only 100% Variola Oil,
NO T hyilrogenated. 50% lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA Discover & MasterCard
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WITHOUT A
RESURRECTION IT'S
ATE PRETTY HOLEOW.
Easter is the time of year for chocolate bunnies, jelly
beans, egg hunts, brunch, and that reluctant trip to church. But
is that what Easter is really all about?
The true story behind Easter is the death and resurrection
of Jesus of Nazareth.JHe was publicly beaten, executed by
crucifixion, then buried. Then he rose from the dead three days
later, just as he promised he would.
Why did Jesus undergo all this? The Bible says that he was
crucified for the forgiveness
sins.
Uke sheep,
have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way; and the
LORD laid on him the iniquity of us all" (Isaiah 53:6).
Our sins have separated us from God. Indeed, "all have
sinned and fall short the glory of God" (Romans 3:23). God
solved
problem
made him who ^ no sin to
be sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness
of God" (2Corinthians 5:21).

Jesus was the Son of God who died in our place, so that we
could enter heaven in the future and enter into a relationship
of peace with God today. He said, "I am the way, and the truth,
and the life; no one comes to the Father, but through me"
(John 14:6).
Have you ever asked Jesus to come into your life, to bring
you peace with God? You can call out to him right now. If you
are sincere, he will hear you and come
your life. "To all who
received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the
right become children of God" (John 1:12).
This
during Easter, why not investigate the* true
meaning it for yourself? Read the section called "John" in the
Bible. And see
article
BLIND FAITH at
EveryStudent.com.

everystudent ® com

Kay & Wes Briggman, Danielle Bosch, Diane Canclini, Kathleen Cooper,
Lowell Cooper, Jo Davis, Dannell Leon, Liz Luft, Gary Martin,

JoAnna Luis-Parsons, Robert Pollard, Carolina Quiroga, Carole Massey-Reyner,
Kathy Rodriguez, Robynne Royster, Billie Singer, Carol
idt, Dennis
Barbara Stanton, and Richard
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Tigers get plenty of scoring, but can't get the win
THE PACIFICAN

Despite a strong final quarter,
the Pacific Tigers Women's Wa
ter Polo team dropped a 13-7 de
cision to UC Santa Barbara on
Saturday, April 7. The loss drops
Pacific to 5-16 on theseason and
0-9 in MPSF action, while the
Gauchos moved to 8-8 overall
and 3-3 in the MPSF.
In the final period, trailing 93 the Tigers scored on three of
their opening four possessions
to draw within striking distance
at 9-6 with 3:26 remaining in the
game. Unfortunately the Gau
chos responded with two goals
in the next minute to cement the
victory.
Freshman Jessica Schroeder
(Newcastle,. Calif.) notched
three goals in the contest, im
proving her season total to a
team high 40 goals.
Sophomore goalkeeper Julie

NBA

Continued from page 19
and without Shaq. Anyone
who has seen Kobe play can
see that while he has sick nat
ural talent, he has stunted his
own growth by missing out on
the lessons in basketball's men
tal aspects he would have got

The Point After—

Continued from page 20

four offensive TDs during
the middle weeks of the sea
son.
I hate beating a dead
horse, but the Rockies don't
even score 28 runs in an en
tire weekend, and they play
their games in a launching
pad. Imagine if Fullerton
State and Pacific had played
Sunday's game in Coors
Field! They would have to
halt the game around the
fourth inning so the
grounds crew could raid all
the Big 5 stores in Denver
for more baseballs. But at
least it happened in the Ti
tans' crib and not here. But
wow, talk about a crowd
pleaser!
Speaking
of
crowd
pleasers, I would have giv
en a kidney to see Prince
Naseem Hamed get beaten
like... well, like the baseball
team.
While I would be both ig
norant and a fool to deny
Hamed's talent as a peugalist, his attitude makes me

Ross (Morgan Hill, Calif.) put
on a show Sunday afternoon as
she stopped 16 shots on goal
from the Cal Baptist Lancers to
lead Pacific to its third win in
four games with a 8-6 victory.
The win moves Pacific to 6-16
on the season, while the Lancers
dropped to 14-10 overall.
The Tigers broke out on top
early as freshman Jessica
Schroeder (Newcastle, Calif.)
worked herself free in the open
ing moments of the game, then
sailed a shot to the right corner
of the goal to put Pacific up 1-0.
Senior Cari Bertrand (Dundee,
Ore.) extended the Tigers lead
with two goals on the Tigers
next three possessions for a 3-0
Pacific lead.
Midway through the third
period, the Lancers had drawn
within one at 5-4, it was then
that Ross had her best moments
as she denied three one-on-one

chances from the Lancers attack
to preserve Pacific's one point
lead. In the period, Ross had six
saves and gave the Tiger offense
time to extend their lead.
Pacific took full advantage of
that opportunity as junior Amy
Valois (Cypress, Calif.) put Pa
cific up 6-4 with 4:08 remaining
in the third. The Tigers cement
ed their victory in the final peri
od as Schroeder notched her
second goal of the game, and
42nd of the season, with 4:13 re
maining in the game.
The Tigers final goal came
just over one minute later as
freshman Katy Fick (Newbury
Park, Calif.) scored to give Pa
cific an 8-4 lead with 2:59 left in
the match.
The Tigers are back in action
on Saturday, April 14 as they
host the California Golden
Bears in the Chris Kjeldsen Pool,
beginning at 12 p.m.

ten plenty of at Duke, Arizona,
or Michigan State.
Much like the Heat, the team
everyone wants to overlook are
the San Antonio Spurs, despite
having the best record in the
NBA. Duncan and Robinson
are still plenty dominant inside,
but the key to their post-season
success may lie with veteran

point guard Avery Johnson. Of
course, last time that hap
pened, they won the NBA
Championship.
Bottom line, the playoffs are
wide open, especially with
Mark Cuban's Mavs emerging
as plenty capable of running
with anyone on any given
night.

sick. His arrogance goes be
yond the showmanship and
hype of Ali, and enters into a
new realm of self-worship
that makes me physically ill.
Enter Marco Barrera.
The taller, stronger, and
more powerful Barrera took
everything Naseem could
dish out, and gave it all right
back. He fought the faster, un
orthodox Prince the only way
one can, beating him in the
head.
Repeatadly throughout
their twelve round bout, Bar
rera landed punishing blows
to Hamed's head, rattling the
previously undefeated Prince,
handing him his first loss in
the non-title fight.
When the unanimous deci
sion was announced, it hardly
came as a shock to anyone in
the arena. Had they fought to
fifteen rounds, perhaps we
would have seen Hamed stag
gering around, shouting "no
mas."
The weekend's other beat
ing came on the links, where
Tiger Woods showed every
one why he is a better golfer
than they are. Barely halfway

through his twenties, Woods
has already won 27 PGA
tournaments (of the 97 he
has competed in), and now
currently holds all four ma
jor championships.
It would be great to com
pare Tiger's accomplish
ments to golf's all-time
greats, but so far nobody has
ever been able to do what he
has accomplished. By the
time he reaches his 30's,
Woods will have to start
asking tournament organiz
ers to award him checks
only, as he no longer has
room for any more trophies
of any kind.
As you can see, this week
end was a pretty action
packed one. Lots of amazing
victories. Though of course,
with every remarkable win
comes a fantastic and
painful defeat. Here's to the
beaten up, the no-hit, the
clubhouse leaders, and Bill
Murray, whose amazing
Cinderella storybook win at
Augusta
from
"Caddyshack" puts Tiger to
shame.
War groundskeepers.

The goal: the loneliest place in the water.
CnfrfinII

Continued from page 20
Senior Kelly Lowry was two
of three with three RBI and a
double.
The Tigers followed it up
by defeating Utah State 4-1 in
six rain soaked innings Sun
day, April 8. With the win, the
Tigers are tied with the 1982
squad for the fourth most
wins in a season by a Pacific
team.
Once again it was Ball who

-

~

earned the win for the Tigers
and improved to 22-4 on the
season. With the win, Ball ties
her 2000 mark for the sixth
most wins in a season by a
Pacific pitcher. She also
claims sole possession of
fourth place on Pacific's ca
reer wins list with 52. Kristen
Hommel earned the loss for
the Aggies and fell to 1-14.
Pacific returns to action at1
p.m. on Wednesday, April 11
with a doubleheader against
Hawaii at Bill Simoni Field.

*- -

Cindy Ball pitches her way to BWC Pitcher of the Week.
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Pacific gets it going as season's end draws near
THE PACIFICAN

The 12th-ranked Pacific
men's volleyball team im
prove to 9-11 on the season
and 5-9 in MPSF conference
action with a 3-0 win over Cal
State Northridge (11-13, 3-11)
on Friday, April 6 at the Alex
G. Spanos Center. The Tigers
won 31-29, 30-26, 30-24 in 74
minutes in front of 221 specta
tors.
Sophomore
Martin
Berntsen (Naustdal, Norway)
tallied a team-high 15 kills
and hit .500 for the Tigers. Se
nior Vladimir Andric (Zagreb,
Croatia) followed with 11
kills. Sophomore Dan Hoefer
(Goleta, Calif.) recorded two
service aces and five blocks,
and freshman Sean Rodgers
(Fresno, Calif.) added five
blocks as well.
Cal State Northridge was

led by Eckhard Walter's 19
kills, with Oz Ozkaya adding
16 kills. Ozkaya also hit .560
for the match. John Baxter tal
lied 47 assists and led the
team with three service aces.
The 12th-ranked Pacific
men's volleyball team im
proved to 10-11 on the season
and 6-9 in Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation action with
a 3-2 win over eighth-ranked
UC Santa Barbara (11-11, 4-11
MPSF) on Saturday, April 7 at
the Alex G. Spanos Center.
The Tigers won 30-27, 30-27,
28-30, 15-9 in front of 252
spectators.
Pacific won the first two
games, before UC Santa Bar
bara rallied with two victories
to send it to the fifth game.
The Tigers took a 5-1 lead ear
ly in game five on a kill by
sophomore Martin Berntsen
(Naustdal, Norway). Pacific

held off the
Gauchos the
rest of the way,
as Berntsen had
four kills game.
Berntsen tal
lied a matchhigh 28 kills
and hit .469 for
the Tigers. Ju
nior
Aaron
Wachtfogel (Redondo Beach,
Calif.) had 23
kills and senior
Vladimir An
dric (Zagreb,
Croatia) added
17 kills. Senior
libero Dexter The quiet before the storm: the Tigers wait for the action.
Macaranas (San
Jose, Calif.) had
The Tigers return to action
the team with three service
a match-high 13 digs.
on Friday, April 13, against
aces.
UC Santa Barbara was led
As a team, Pacific outhit the UC Irvine in an MPSF match
by Alex Lienert's 27 kills. John Gauchos .438-.299, but were at 7 p.m. in the Alex G. Spanos
Baxter tallied 47 digs and led outblocked 16-7.
Center.

Tigers double fault road trip
THE PACIFICAN

The Pacific men's tennis
team fell to 9-8 on the season
with a 4-3 loss to Santa Clara
on April 6 in Santa Clara,
Calif.
Santa Clara claimed the

doubles point with victories in
the No. 1 and 2 positions. Ju
nior Gemot Kerschbaumer
(Klagenfurt, Austria) and ju
nior Neil Kadota (Honolulu,
Haw.) defeated Adam Lewis
and Rick Ruso, 8-6, in the third
position to earn the only Tiger

The road was not kind to the Tigers last week.

victory in doubles. The Pacif
ic men's tennis team fell to 99 on the season with a 5-2 loss
to Saint Mary's on Sunday,
April 8.
Saint Mary's claimed the
doubles point with victories
in the No. 2 and 3 positions.
Senior Tobias Abrahamsson
(Malmberget, Sweden) and
junior
Dietrich
Haug
(Freudenstadt, Germany) de
feated Arturo Planell and
Richard Thomson, 9-8 (8-6),
in the No. 1 spot earn the only
Tiger victory in doubles.
Haug and freshman Claes
Lindholm (Karlskrona, Swe
den) won their respective
matches for the Tigers. Haug
defeated Thomson, 6-3, 7-6
(7-2) in the second position,
while Lindholm topped
Planell, 6-2, 6-2 in the third
spot.
The Tigers are next in ac
tion with a match against UC
Santa Cruz on Wednesday,
April 18 at 3 p.m at the Hal
Nelson Tennis Courts.
Pacific and Santa Clara
split the singles matches, win
ning three each. Pacific won
its first three matches with se
nior Tobias Abrahamsson
(Malmberget, Sweden) de
feating Michael Duong in
three sets, 6-4,5-7,6-3, in the
top spot. Junior Dietrich
Haug (Freudenstadt, Ger
many) topped Matt Cox, 6-2,
7-5, in the second position.

Tigers no-hit on road
top 1-0 in the bottom of the third
inning and it looked for most of
Ending a four-game winning the night like that run would be
streak, the Pacific Tigers the only scoring in the game, as
dropped their Big West Confer Walker and Merrill waged a
ence opener 6-1 to the Cal State pitchers duel. The Titans finally
Fullerton Titans on Friday. That managed to add insurance runs
would be the least of their prob in the eighth to move the score to
3-0. It would end in a 3-1 Titan
lems.
As the game wore on it victory.
After losing a pair of close
looked like one run might be
enough as Pacific's DJ Houlton games to a very tough Fullerton
had a no-hitter through five. State team, the wheels just fell off
However, the Titans' bats would for the Tigers. Fulleton ace Kirk
come alive in the sixth as they Saarloos had his way the Pacif
broke through with three con ic's hitters, hurling a no-hitter,
secutive hits to plate two runs and helping make the game a
and take the lead 2-1. They kept long one for the Tigers.
When you throw a no-no, it
it going into the seventh, and be
fore the inning was over the Ti does not take much run support
tans tacked on three more runs to notch the W, but good luck
to chase Houlton and build a 6-1 telling the Titans that. Fullerton
lead.
State made the game look like a
In the rematch on Saturday, horribly lopsided Little League
Pacific again fell to the Titans at game, though would not have
Goodwin Field in Fullerton. The the option of envoking the mer
Tigers dropped to 19-17 overall cy rule.
Fullerton jumped on Pacific
and 0-2 in Big West play, while
the Titans won their seventh early pounding out nine runs in
straight game to move to 21-10 the first inning, and managed to
overall and 2-0 in the Big West score three or more runs in six
play.
of the eight innings for the game,
Pacific looked as if it might finally taking it by a painful 28start out of the gates quickly as 0 score.
Richard Hackett singled and
The 28 runs is the most given
stole second, while Rick Morton up by Pacific since May 3,1997
and Chris Moreno drew back- when it fell to Nevada 33-17.
to-back walks to load the bases
Pacific will resume action on
in the top of the first inning. Thursday, April 8 when the
However, Fullerton pitcher Der- Tigers host Long Beach State on
ric Merrill struck out Joel Sum Thursday, April 12 at 12 p.m. in
mers to end the threat.
the first of a three-gameBig West
The Titans would jump on series with the Dirtbags.
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Game of the Week
Getting no-hit hurts. Los
ing 28-0 really hurts. Hav
ing both happen in the same
game? Fuggedaboudit.
This weekend Pacific's

baseball team will be at
home to host the Dirtbags of
Long Beach State in a
chance to get the taste of last
weekend out of their

mouths.
Come check out the
Tigers as they play Friday
night at 7:00 at Billy Hebert
Field.

_

The world outside Stockton
Willie Stargell - Alas, no
body lives forever, and unfor
tunately, heroes are no differ
ent.
This week, Pittsburgh Pi
rates' great second baseman
Willie Stargell passed away
at the age of 61, finally-suc
cumbing to the illness with
which he had fought for
years.
It is both sad and ironic
that the man they called
"Pops" passed on the day be
fore his Pirates opened their

multi-million dollar new
ballpark. Sadder still is that
the visiting Cincinnati Reds
demolished the Pirates, eras
ing the silver lining from
Pittsburgh's cloud.
Troy Aikman - Remark
ably similar to retired 49ers
great Steve Young, a Super
Bowl hero and owner of a va
riety of team and NFL
records. However, Young
was able to ride off into the
sunset semi-gracefully.

Aikman was just as con
cussion-ridden as Young had
become, though he was un
fortunately more stubborn.
Instead of a departure com
plete with fanfare and celebreation, the Cowboys' great
was left to be passed around
the free-agent pool like a
warm beer in a room with a
full keg. Because no other
team was interested after
Dallas cut him, Aikman was
retired by the league, and
made it official Monday.
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Women's Tennis
THE PACIFICAN

The Pacific Women's Tennis
team improved to 5-14 on the
season with a 5-2 win over
Sacramento State on Monday,
April 9 at the Hal Nelson Ten
nis Courts.
Pacific earned the doubles
point after winning matches at
the No. 1 and 3 positions. The
duo of junior Christiane
Barthel (Hassfurt, Germany)
and senior Diana D'Audney
(Auckland, New Zealand) de
feated Marta Gronowicz and
Janice Mota, 8-6, in the No. 1
spot, while junior Melinda
Kocsis (Budapest, Hungary)

and sophomoreJaimee Bremner (Lake Oswego, Ore.) topped
Laila Karim and Italina Kirknis, 8-6, in the third position.
In singles, junior Susanne
Bertel (Guentersleben, Ger
many) defeated Gabriella
Lundqvist, 6-3,6-2, in the No.1
position. Barthel defeated
Gronowicz, 6-2,7-6 in the No. 2
spot. Junior Melinda Kocsis
(Budapest, Hungary) battled
Mota and came away with the
6-3,6-4 victory.
Pacific is next in action on
Friday, April 13, when the
Tigers take on UC Riverside at
1:30 p.m. at the Hal Nelson
Tennis Courts.

Down the stretch they come
/OCT MONTERO
Sports Editor

Can this be right? Nearing
mid-April and the Kings and
Sixers are leading their divi
sions?
in Philly, Pat Croce has as
sembled an eclectic group of
bailers who seem to make it
work. Most importantly, the
Sixers have the two key ingre
dients necessary for success in
the NBA in point guard Allen
Iverson and newly acquired
center Dikembe Mutombo. But
the boys from Philly will need
the answer to be healthy if they
want to reach the Finals.
Perhaps their biggest chal
lenge will come from the surg
ing Milwaukee Bucks, led by
he deadly trio of Ray Allen,
Sam Cassell, and the Big Dog,
Jenn Robinson. Sometimes
jetting hot at the right time is
all a team needs, but the Bucks
hould be concerned that their

Master

-

ontinued from page 20

Without garnering any at
trition, and therefore any ex
pectations, rookie Chris Di'larco stormed out to a
emmanding lead after cardPg a seven-under first round
1 Hot on his heels were the
'miliar faces of David Duval
nd Phil Mickelson, with
'foods hanging back at one-eder.
To the surprise of many, Di-

hot streak has come primarily
against the Western Confer
ence, and not the Eastern foes
they'll see in the playoffs.
While the Sixers and Bucks
> get more than their share of run
in the media, perhaps the most
overlooked team in the East has
to be Miami. Now sure, the
Heat have hardly looked fero
cious in the playoffs in recent
years, but this season they have
the emotion to match their tal
ent. Eddie Jones is healthy and
ready to make his return, Hardaway has held up better this
season than in years past, and
Brian Grant and Mason have
held their own in the post. Most
importantly, the Heat have
Alonzo Mourning back, and
though with questionable
health, he has re-energized the
team at just the right time.
So where are the Pacers?
Sure losing an all-star caliber
point guard will hurt any team,
but Mark Jackson hasn't been

all-star caliber for a few years
now. Nevertheless, Indy still
boasts one of the Association's
best in Jalen Rose, but also has
to deal with a Reggie Miller
whose best days have come
and gone.
Out West, the Kings have
come a long way from the pow
der blue unis and the days of
Jim Les being their marquee
player. However, their hold on
the Pacific's top spot is tenuous,
particularly with their strug
gles against the Clippers on
Tuesday night (though the
Kings did hang on to win).
However, Sactown still controls The tigers get it done against Sac State at home.
its own destiny, and can clinch
without having to win out.
Close on their heels are the
defending champion Lakers
who lately don't seem too
lucky to have two of the
league's biggest stars. With
Shaq and no Kobe, they seem to
play far better than with Kobe
See NBA page 17

Marco failed to fold after his
strong opening round as many
had thought he might. Quite to
the contrary, he followed up
his first round with another
strong performance to hold
onto the lead at the tourna
ment's halfway mark. Tiger
however, followed up his first
round 71 with a second round
67, identical scores to his first
two rounds of the '97 Masters
in which he was completely
untouchable.
There goes that history in

the making stuff again.
Two rounds later, the un
thinkable had been done. Tiger
Woods, at 25, had accom
plished what no other golfer"in
history ever could, hold the ti
tles for all four of golf's majors
concurrently.
To put in perspective how
good Tiger's performance
was, the second place score of
-14 by Duval would have easi
ly been a superb enough score
to win him a green jacket most
any other year.
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Pacific's women's tennis
team earned a hard fought
win at home against the
Hornets of Sacramento State
on Monday, and nobody
was more responsible for the
Tigers' victory than junior
Christiane Barthel.
In the No. 2 spot, Barthel

pounded out a straight set
victory in singles play, tak
ing her match 6-2, 7-6.
The Hassfurt, C iermany
product, along with partner
in crime, senior Diana
D'Audney (Auckland, New
Zealand), put a serious hurt
on their doubles opponents,
helping the Tigers take the
match by a 5-2 count.

i
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When you're hot, you're hot, ask Tigers
JOSH MONTERO

Sports Editor

JOSH MONTERO

Sports Editor
joshmontero@aol.com

Given the way the Tigers
have been playing, one could
easily draw the conclusion
that Limp Bizkit's "Rollin"'
was written as a tribute to
them.
Not only has Pacific been
on a roll, but one that seems
to have no end in sight. Win
ners of 21 of their last 22, the
Tigers have been taking on all
comers and staking their
claim to the Big West Confer
ence.
Last week saw the Tigers
on the road for a mid-week
pair with Saint Mary's before
coming home to lock horns
with Big West foes Utah State.
Pacific rolled into Moraga
and swept the Gaels 11-0 and
3-2 Wednesday, April 4. With

Now I hate to pile onto the
baseball team, but I am com
pletely baffled.
Getting no-hit is under
standable, it happens, and
everyone winds up on the
wrong end of a no-no sooner
or later. Now, giving up 28
runs, that's a different story.
JOSH MONTERO
Now ordinarily, I make it a Sports Editor
habit of not offending large
men with bats, but I may not
Oh how quickly we forget.
be able to help it in this case.
It was not long ago that a ViLast spring I volunteered as
a Little League coach, and be
cause I had no experience,
they assigned me a team of
seven year old T-ball players.
These kids had no idea where
the bases were, how to hold a
bat, and frequently ran in ter
ror from a ball popped into
the air.
Even in my team's games,
where every player on every
team got to bat through the
order each inning, did anyone
ever get loose for 28 runs.
And sure, no official score
was taken, but everyone kept
a count. Just because you
don't yet understand baseball
does not mean you do not
want to win.
I cannot say with absolute
certainty, but I don't think
more than two NFL teams av
eraged 28 points a game last
season. I mean come on, four
touchdowns is a lot. It took
the Ravens six weeks to score

the wins, Pacific improves to
33-6 on the season and sur
passed the Tigers' win total
for the 2000 season.
In the first game junior
Cindy Ball pitched five score
less innings as the Tigers run
ruled the Gaels. Ball struck
out eight, walked one and
gave up two hits.
With the victory, Ball im
proves to 20-4 on the season,
and earned herself Big West
Co-Player of the Week hon
ors. Ball moves into a tie for
second place with Brandee
McArthur (1996-99) on Pacif
ic's single season shutouts list
with 12.
Getting back into confer
ence play, Pacific continued
their winning ways, improv
ing to 35-6 overall and 7-1 in
the Big West with two victo
ries against Utah State on Sat-

Not even close: the play, or the competition at large.
urday.
Ball pitched the first game
for Pacific and threw seven
scoreless innings, striking out
seven,walking four and giv-

Golf: hail to the Master, again

See The Point After, page 17

jay Singh or Tiger Woods
could only get into Augusta
National as a caddie. Fuzzy
Zoeller's quip of two years ago
about then champ Woods not

Defending champ Vijah Singh helps Tiger with his second jacket.

serving "fried chicken, or collard greens, or whatever the
hell they serve," (for the tradi
tional dinner each year to be
chosen by the defending Mas
ters' champion) may have
been meant as a joke, but was
indicative of the attitude of
many that golf was still a
white, elitist's game.
However, when as dynam
ic a golfer as Tiger Woods, and
as easy a golfer to pull for as
Vijay Singh, suddenly people
care more about the game it
self and where this genera
tion's newest stars might take
it, than foolish old racial bias
es.
Coming into this year's
Masters, both Woods and
Singh, among the Tour's only
minorities, were both favorites
to take home their second
green jacket. Woods because of
his record-obliterating perfor
mance in the 1997 Masters,
and well, just because he's
Tiger Woods. Singh was given
good odds to win after his sol
id victory at Augusta a year
agoEven beyond any prognosti
cations by Vegas bookies,

ing up only two hits. Fresh
man Boni Kading led Pacific
offensively and was three of
four with two runs scored.

See Softball, page 17

Final Masters Results
1. Tiger Woods -16
2. David Duval -14
3. Phil Mickelson -13
4. Mark Calcavecchia -10
4.ToshiIzawa -10
6. Ernie Els -9
6. Jim Furyk -9
6. Kirk Triplett -9
6. Bernhard Langer -9
10. Angel Cabrera -8
10. Chris DiMarco -8
10. Brad Faxon -8
10. Miguel A. Jimenez -8
10. Steve Strieker -8
Tiger had something else on
his side. History, or the chance
to make it.
Heading into last week
end's Masters, Woods was al
ready the current holder of the
previous three major titles
(British Open, US Open, PGA
Championship). No player in
history had ever been holder
of all four major titles simul
taneously, and a victory at a
course which he had proved to
be able to tame, would vault
Tiger Woods only that much
higher in the annals of golf his
tory.

5ee Master page 19

